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Disclaimer  

  

The contents of this handbook are correct at the time of going to press. There can be a lengthy period of time 

between publishing this student handbook and commencement of the programme so please refer to Learning 

Central for the most up to date information. Where there is a difference between the contents of this student 

handbook and the information on Learning Central, the contents on Learning Central take precedence and represent 

the basis on which we intend to deliver our services to you.   

  

Though every effort has been made to ensure that the content of this handbook is accurate, due to the nature of 

healthcare education, it may be necessary to implement some changes to the content and delivery of your 

programme in response to student driven enhancement activity and the need to remain responsive to developments 

in health and social care and in the professional context. Specifically, the nature of the coronavirus (COVID-19) 

pandemic means that information and arrangements in relation to your studies outlined within this document may 

need to be revised to adhere to changing government guidelines in the UK, Wales or in the Higher Education sector. 

Any necessary changes will be communicated to you via the School and/or your Programme Manager.  

  

If you have issues opening links within the document, please try using a different browser. If the issues persist, please 

contact HCAREPlacements@cardiff.ac.uk  

  

Please contact the Programme Administration Manager if you require this handbook in an alternative format: Jennie 

Ross (rossj@cardiff.ac.uk)  
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Introduction to Practice Based Learning  
  

Cardiff University has a long-standing reputation as one of the leading providers of occupational therapy education in 

the UK. (The Complete University Guide 2021).  With over 58 years of experience in delivering occupational therapy 

education, the three-year BSc (Hons) Occupational Therapy, and two-year MSc (pre- registration) Occupational 

Therapy programmes are designed to enable students to develop the knowledge, skills and attitudes which are core 

to the occupational therapy profession and to practising as an autonomous occupational therapist.  Successful 

completion of these programmes demonstrates that students meet the expected competencies of an occupational 
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therapy graduate and leads directly to eligibility to apply for registration with the Health and Care Professions Council 

(HCPC) and professional membership of the Royal College of Occupational Therapists (RCOT).  Furthermore, all 

programmes are approved by the World Federation of Occupational Therapists (WFOT) which means that a student’s 

qualification will be recognised in around 80 countries worldwide, enhancing their opportunities for international 

employment.  

Studying occupational therapy at Cardiff University enables students to develop a strong identity as an occupational 

therapist in keeping with the profession’s central philosophy and core purpose.  The content of the programmes 

emphasises the centrality of occupation in human life, the relationship between occupation, health and wellbeing and 

the power of occupation to transform the lives of individuals, groups and communities.  A varied profile of placement 

experience undertaken across the programmes allows for integration of theory with actual occupational therapy 

practice and students will gain an insight as to the wide-ranging employment opportunities available to them upon 

qualification.  

In preparing students for a career in occupational therapy, the programmes of pre-registration study at Cardiff 

University offer an engaging, learner-centred experience based on established, evidence-based educational 

approaches and methods designed to synthesise academic and professional outcomes. The content has been 

informed and influenced by the views and opinions of our occupational therapy graduates, users of occupational 

therapy services, practitioners, and service managers. The programmes foster a commitment to lifelong learning and 

students will actively engage in continuing professional development throughout the duration of their programme, 

reflecting upon and recording their individual learning needs and achievements.  An emphasis on scholarly practice 

also ensures that new graduates enter the profession as research-capable practitioners equipped with the skills and 

confidence to contribute to the evidence base which supports and informs current and future occupational therapy 

practice.  
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Section 1: Prior to commencing Placement  
  

1.1 Disclosure and barring service and occupational health    

Students must undergo an enhanced criminal record check via the Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) prior to 

commencing their programme and keep their own copy of the processed disclosure form.  Students may be required 

to produce this document for the practice placement provider prior to the commencement of their placement and 

must disclose any changes in status during their time on the programme.  A delay in the initial clearance process or a 

declaration of a change of status may delay a student’s start date until satisfactory clearance is obtained.  Certain 

placements may specify a requirement to carry out their own security checks on a student’s details as per those 

routinely undertaken with staff.  This can be a lengthy process and so students will need to provide the required 

information in a timely manner. The University is not responsible should a student lose their disclosure document.  

  

Information regarding occupational health and immunisation requirements is provided as part of the admission 

process to the occupational therapy programmes. Students undergo an occupational health check and immunisation 

programme upon joining the programme and must be cleared by the University’s Occupational Health department 

before commencing their first placement.    

  

The guidance in the link below forms the basis of discussion between prospective/enrolled student and Student 

occupational health.     

   

1521731195HEOPS_Occupational_Therapy_student_fitness_standards_2015_v5.pdf  

  

In addition, all occupational therapy students are required to complete the Student OH online questionnaire, this will 

be sent out at the appropriate time and students are asked to agree to appropriate vaccinations.  

  

Students are encouraged to provide the practice-based learning team and practice educators with information about 

health matters which they believe may affect their performance whilst on placement to ensure they receive the 

appropriate support. Failure to notify the practice-based learning team or practice educator of health or personal 

circumstances that may impact upon their own or others’ safety within the placement setting could lead to a student 

failing the placement (see section 13 of this document).  Any student who has interrupted their studies or has 

withdrawn from placement for reasons of ill-health will require occupational health clearance prior to commencing 

any subsequent placement.   

  

Students must complete The All-Wales Placement Passport prior to placement and communicate this to their 

personal tutor, to facilitate the identification of appropriate clinical placement learning experiences.   

  

In accordance with principles of HCPC and RCOT you must declare any changes to good health, good character and 

fitness to practise status annually during the enrolment process or at any stage during your course when changes in 

status occur.   

  

Please be aware that if you fail to disclose any changes to your good health, good character or fitness to practice or 

study and subsequently the University or placement provider become aware of this you may be withdrawn from 

placement and or your programme immediately without prejudice, pending an investigation.   

  

The University, School and programme take matters concerning unprofessional conduct very seriously.  In such 

circumstances, students may be referred to the School’s fitness to practice team and/or subject to the University’s 

disciplinary and behaviour procedures.  Students must complete and sign a declaration form once per academic year 

which states that they will conduct themselves in a safe, effective and professional manner, with due regard to some 

https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fheops.org.uk%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2Fbsk-pdf-manager%2F2019%2F09%2F1521731195HEOPS_Occupational_Therapy_student_fitness_standards_2015_v5.pdf&data=04%7C01%7CCowpeL1%40cardiff.ac.uk%7C95a65ca564fe45339f6d08d9485eb3d5%7Cbdb74b3095684856bdbf06759778fcbc%7C1%7C0%7C637620393840125607%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=ST%2BEzjNM1jtg6X9UV0cRepUwJ3WuuFgJQZgtmhBTKMw%3D&reserved=0
https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fheops.org.uk%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2Fbsk-pdf-manager%2F2019%2F09%2F1521731195HEOPS_Occupational_Therapy_student_fitness_standards_2015_v5.pdf&data=04%7C01%7CCowpeL1%40cardiff.ac.uk%7C95a65ca564fe45339f6d08d9485eb3d5%7Cbdb74b3095684856bdbf06759778fcbc%7C1%7C0%7C637620393840125607%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=ST%2BEzjNM1jtg6X9UV0cRepUwJ3WuuFgJQZgtmhBTKMw%3D&reserved=0
https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fheops.org.uk%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2Fbsk-pdf-manager%2F2019%2F09%2F1521731195HEOPS_Occupational_Therapy_student_fitness_standards_2015_v5.pdf&data=04%7C01%7CCowpeL1%40cardiff.ac.uk%7C95a65ca564fe45339f6d08d9485eb3d5%7Cbdb74b3095684856bdbf06759778fcbc%7C1%7C0%7C637620393840125607%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=ST%2BEzjNM1jtg6X9UV0cRepUwJ3WuuFgJQZgtmhBTKMw%3D&reserved=0
https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fheops.org.uk%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2Fbsk-pdf-manager%2F2019%2F09%2F1521731195HEOPS_Occupational_Therapy_student_fitness_standards_2015_v5.pdf&data=04%7C01%7CCowpeL1%40cardiff.ac.uk%7C95a65ca564fe45339f6d08d9485eb3d5%7Cbdb74b3095684856bdbf06759778fcbc%7C1%7C0%7C637620393840125607%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=ST%2BEzjNM1jtg6X9UV0cRepUwJ3WuuFgJQZgtmhBTKMw%3D&reserved=0
http://gov.wales/checkyourrisk
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of the key areas of professional standards and conduct detailed below. It is the student’s responsibility to notify the 

academic practice-based learning team if there are any changes to the information provided in this declaration form  

  

1.2 Mandatory training   

During the course of your programme, you will be expected to complete elements of mandatory training.  Some of 

these will happen in a physical learning environment and will appear on your timetable, whilst you will complete 

other elements as part of an e-learning package.  Exact details of what you will need to complete and when will be 

communicated to you directly by your Programme Manager.  You will be expected to provide evidence of completion 

of these mandatory training elements, usually prior to clinical placement.  Again, each programme manager will 

confirm with cohorts directly.  

   

Mandatory training components are not optional and must be completed alongside the schedule outlined by your 

programme manager.  Failure to complete these elements will have implications for your ability to attend clinical 

placements.  

  

1.3 Third party disclosure of your personal information   

We will share some personal contact information with placement providers. This information is used to inform 

allocation of some placements or to contact you with details of induction sessions or additional learning 

opportunities.  Please note placement providers are bound by the General Data Protection Regulation (May 2018) 

and will only use your information for the purposes outlined above.   

  

  

Section 2:  Learning in practice placements   
  

Practice-based learning is fully integrated within the structure of the occupational therapy programmes.   

The placements positioning within the programme timetable has been designed to maximise a student’s learning by 

allowing for the effective transfer and application of theory to practice. Students’ practice-based learning also informs 

their University-based studies, allowing for the sharing of new knowledge, skills and insights with peers as well as 

reflection on authentic, real-life experiences within learning activities and assessments.  The synthesis and integration 

of University and practice-based learning is considered essential in facilitating the development of competent, 

inquiring and creative occupational therapists.    

Preparatory sessions ensure that students are familiarised with the assessment process for each placement and the 

expectations of them as an occupational therapy student undertaking practice-based learning.  Upon their return to 

the University setting, students will have the opportunity to discuss, reflect upon and evaluate their practice-based 

learning experiences with peers and this learning will have direct application within the modules and learning 

activities that ensue.      

  

For further information on the BSc, or MSc (pre- registration) Occupational Therapy programmes and how placement 

is integrated please view the BSc (Hons) Occupational Therapy Programme Handbook , or Pre-registration MSc 

Occupational Therapy Programme Handbook.  

2.1 Where are practice placements located  

Placements for occupational therapy students at Cardiff University are spread across South, Mid, South- East and 

South-West Wales across a range of public, independent, private and third sector settings. Placements are 

commissioned by HEIW. The organisations which are commissioned to provide placements will be dependent on the 

year in which you commence the programme. We also receive placements from outside of the commissioning 

structure which may not correspond to the same geographical area. Students can be expected to travel to/ from 

https://learningcentral.cf.ac.uk/ultra/organizations/_404911_1/cl/outline
https://learningcentral.cf.ac.uk/ultra/organizations/_404911_1/cl/outline
https://learn-eu-central-1-prod-fleet01-xythos.content.blackboardcdn.com/5fd150846bae0/15212534?X-Blackboard-Expiration=1663783200000&X-Blackboard-Signature=aBrLqEE%2FmkYPVwv7tBlnu4YKIHxXhyNZQ%2Bg1mNsQFcs%3D&X-Blackboard-Client-Id=179260&response-cache-control=private%2C%20max-age%3D21600&response-content-disposition=inline%3B%20filename%2A%3DUTF-8%27%27PGDip%2520Occupational%2520Therapy%2520Programme%2520Handbook%2520-%25202022-23%2520FINAL%25281%2529.pdf&response-content-type=application%2Fpdf&X-Amz-Security-Token=IQoJb3JpZ2luX2VjEMz%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2FwEaDGV1LWNlbnRyYWwtMSJHMEUCIFr2p%2FOtcPpKL16MXgG7BWhvNVbjHL5tV0DA3v5xVaw9AiEA7rO04ghG9kWGs5iyxk7V6gNnwbD9aDE971L6hgQ%2BOJIq1gQIdRACGgw2MzU1Njc5MjQxODMiDFNbbfI3RmEvDqtvniqzBJ5CCPDSVHkY7MAIK9Mvu3vE0ssDKbt23cKqnbM3dULcN40vVtZyhVjBmljoxskVSMG7jX0G1urOXugVhyJ%2FkHak3GqGG5Mn6AME0JvsmybB1%2BFMAXsUT0bec2kGeyw0kgTGVASUQ8N%2BxZrfKm0E%2Bo4Nl1aBERIDODZOXkufs8p%2B%2BPztE8KLNINOf20b0B6LBDkYj%2BDLFSm95IEW7gZwH8hNiSDMwnnUZhk9ghR6m0apcW5ZOc0ApJU4S9FRFi%2Bqm7X16G6IDzHsx4xwO65cF5ncxWXxY8N46eiFmm0kNkgBuITtHxbv21kQczyXjATa%2FL4G32H%2Br90IH4UHUo78Iel%2FOtoiIDr%2FNyV%2Bfz5kpU68EUVn%2BGbdqt34%2FNqrV4vq9mI4kB89cqAhjkHEx%2BPEZ0ODkrd7cDhUUeA5Tp3BzLDz7GVsGg4suZy%2F5mnBzybf%2FDKqdfLtkDf93fcTWRvRto80B14GLVLnHki2V3H3AZmaMbd17HOfBmS2tKYT7e0lH1ozLxH%2BGjo%2B6MPJk0Q0ZqQEZtBRIy9Wxr%2B%2FfMGqcemWjAvbPUXvxxVUT38IGKivkHTZM9fVHfaRCOT6%2Bcl3A7i4J%2FHhoi8vIdG7dhi5TO6A1Vw8shLi67ut8uYISSaYso4dd1AcBJs7tbQ81ew0maym02gqQHYky%2BfdNIBj5smrRHd5HxCG4Cf6uQWaxzfcIiYsjy5LPYkaongsQL85OkGXOGCMYQrUIYL9jpRKcIAeYjv9MJP3q5kGOqkBXWhkJICXvyrKHuHmKBqM5Q5iqkAlhT8cGwF2%2FEEAHSuiBydTYPZmKMCgxXNh9O3ZawtiU4eAKvdV0720%2BpPDncBiKvuNONVLo2i3CHZKU8nMyV6PyQuh%2B0EsN5zxjigkv6fhZ5cjux6YNY%2B9fJJjSHwjKhlce3WfYv14NCT1eEDVmjyzc6Dx9rUCttaQWCzjNfBbctoO6UhRcmPno7vOrMaQRntMDnyjhQ%3D%3D&X-Amz-Algorithm=AWS4-HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-Date=20220921T120000Z&X-Amz-SignedHeaders=host&X-Amz-Expires=21600&X-Amz-Credential=ASIAZH6WM4PLWITOKLMP%2F20220921%2Feu-central-1%2Fs3%2Faws4_request&X-Amz-Signature=591c51d3527f52d1e097dd942b3ddec250c7a81ee2983c9b9c2bb20aad83dcf2
https://learningcentral.cf.ac.uk/ultra/organizations/_423211_1/outline
https://learningcentral.cf.ac.uk/ultra/organizations/_423211_1/outline
https://learn-eu-central-1-prod-fleet01-xythos.content.blackboardcdn.com/5fd150846bae0/15214036?X-Blackboard-Expiration=1663783200000&X-Blackboard-Signature=VNLsLB4OpUqm9Y7qEGkgC3%2Bjw5VwdqsaJKD710lDo%2B4%3D&X-Blackboard-Client-Id=179260&response-cache-control=private%2C%20max-age%3D21600&response-content-disposition=inline%3B%20filename%2A%3DUTF-8%27%27MSc%2520pre-reg%2520Occupational%2520Therapy%2520Programme%2520Handbook%25202022.23%2520FINAL.pdf&response-content-type=application%2Fpdf&X-Amz-Security-Token=IQoJb3JpZ2luX2VjEMz%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2FwEaDGV1LWNlbnRyYWwtMSJHMEUCIFr2p%2FOtcPpKL16MXgG7BWhvNVbjHL5tV0DA3v5xVaw9AiEA7rO04ghG9kWGs5iyxk7V6gNnwbD9aDE971L6hgQ%2BOJIq1gQIdRACGgw2MzU1Njc5MjQxODMiDFNbbfI3RmEvDqtvniqzBJ5CCPDSVHkY7MAIK9Mvu3vE0ssDKbt23cKqnbM3dULcN40vVtZyhVjBmljoxskVSMG7jX0G1urOXugVhyJ%2FkHak3GqGG5Mn6AME0JvsmybB1%2BFMAXsUT0bec2kGeyw0kgTGVASUQ8N%2BxZrfKm0E%2Bo4Nl1aBERIDODZOXkufs8p%2B%2BPztE8KLNINOf20b0B6LBDkYj%2BDLFSm95IEW7gZwH8hNiSDMwnnUZhk9ghR6m0apcW5ZOc0ApJU4S9FRFi%2Bqm7X16G6IDzHsx4xwO65cF5ncxWXxY8N46eiFmm0kNkgBuITtHxbv21kQczyXjATa%2FL4G32H%2Br90IH4UHUo78Iel%2FOtoiIDr%2FNyV%2Bfz5kpU68EUVn%2BGbdqt34%2FNqrV4vq9mI4kB89cqAhjkHEx%2BPEZ0ODkrd7cDhUUeA5Tp3BzLDz7GVsGg4suZy%2F5mnBzybf%2FDKqdfLtkDf93fcTWRvRto80B14GLVLnHki2V3H3AZmaMbd17HOfBmS2tKYT7e0lH1ozLxH%2BGjo%2B6MPJk0Q0ZqQEZtBRIy9Wxr%2B%2FfMGqcemWjAvbPUXvxxVUT38IGKivkHTZM9fVHfaRCOT6%2Bcl3A7i4J%2FHhoi8vIdG7dhi5TO6A1Vw8shLi67ut8uYISSaYso4dd1AcBJs7tbQ81ew0maym02gqQHYky%2BfdNIBj5smrRHd5HxCG4Cf6uQWaxzfcIiYsjy5LPYkaongsQL85OkGXOGCMYQrUIYL9jpRKcIAeYjv9MJP3q5kGOqkBXWhkJICXvyrKHuHmKBqM5Q5iqkAlhT8cGwF2%2FEEAHSuiBydTYPZmKMCgxXNh9O3ZawtiU4eAKvdV0720%2BpPDncBiKvuNONVLo2i3CHZKU8nMyV6PyQuh%2B0EsN5zxjigkv6fhZ5cjux6YNY%2B9fJJjSHwjKhlce3WfYv14NCT1eEDVmjyzc6Dx9rUCttaQWCzjNfBbctoO6UhRcmPno7vOrMaQRntMDnyjhQ%3D%3D&X-Amz-Algorithm=AWS4-HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-Date=20220921T120000Z&X-Amz-SignedHeaders=host&X-Amz-Expires=21600&X-Amz-Credential=ASIAZH6WM4PLWITOKLMP%2F20220921%2Feu-central-1%2Fs3%2Faws4_request&X-Amz-Signature=03078c50a262d82e90c68739daf5fbcb83334c852cbc5614b5c96070ebf5fe0a
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their allocated placement or to live in temporary accommodation for the duration of a placement as appropriate 

(see section 4).   

Please note that only formalised reasonable adjustments, parental or other caring responsibilities will be taken into 

account when considering the geographical location and required travel time associated with a student’s allocated 

placement (see section 13). Caring responsibility is defined according to the Carer’s Trust definition used by Cardiff 

University Student Connect - Supporting Student Carers. We are not able to consider pets or other outside 

commitments in relation to placement location. Students are expected to plan ahead to manage this eventuality.  

Wherever possible, appropriate placements are sourced for Welsh-speaking students who request a setting that 

offers bilingual learning opportunities (e.g. with a Welsh-speaking practice educator or in a geographical area where 

they are likely to be able to work with service users and their families through the medium of Welsh).    

  

2.2 The Principles of Placement Allocation  

The practice based learning team work in partnership with Health Education and Improvement Wales (HEIW) and 

placement providers to ensure that Cardiff University occupational therapy students have access to a sufficient and 

diverse range of practice learning opportunities in accordance with the programme curriculum and standards set by 

the Health and Care Professions Council (HCPC) and the Royal College of Occupational Therapists (RCOT). Specifically, 

in accordance with RCOT requirements the occupational therapy programmes strive for students ‘to experience a 

wide range of practice-based learning opportunities’ (RCOT 2019, p40).  Placement may be in-person on site, virtual 

or remote working or a combination.  

  

This is the primary principle that guides the process of placement allocation by the practice-based learning team.  

Students are invited to complete a ‘placement survey’ once per academic year which is monitored by the Placement 
Support Team and the information from this informs their ‘placement profile’. ‘Placement profiles’ include student 

information such as if they have a car available to them that they can use during placement, home/term address and 

formalised reasonable adjustments. Completed placement themes are also added to the ‘placement profile.’ Students 

are responsible for informing the Placement Support team of any changes to their ‘placement profile’ information by 

emailing HCAREPlacements@cardiff.ac.uk  

  

As discussed in point 2.1, students’ work or personal commitments cannot be considered when allocating placements 

and only formalised reasonable adjustments (e.g., health or disability-related or carer responsibilities) will be 

considered as part of this process (see section 13). Students are not able to arrange their own placements or request 

placements in specific areas of practice.   

  

2.3 Placement Roles and Responsibilities  

Practice-based learning is organised, facilitated and managed through effective partnerships between the  

University, placement providers and students.  Each of these stakeholder groups plays an important role in ensuring 

the successful planning and delivery of placements, thereby enhancing the experience of practice-based learning for 

all concerned. This section outlines the key roles and responsibilities of the University practice-based learning team, 

Locality Lead and Area Coordinators, contact tutors, practice educators and students.       

  

2.3.1 The University Practice-Based Learning Team  

Named staff from within the occupational therapy academic team have specific responsibility for the organisation, 

planning and evaluation of all aspects of practice-based learning.  Administrative support is also provided by the 

School’s placement support team.  

The practice-based learning lead oversees the strategic and operational management of placement, coordinates the 

placement team, and coordinates communication and training of practice educators. Each member of the academic 

https://intranet.cardiff.ac.uk/students/study/equality-diversity-and-inclusion/student-carers
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practice-based learning team takes responsibility for one placement (BSc) or all placements (MSc (pre- registration)) 

and contributes to the smooth running of placement allocation and communication and training of practice educators 

as well as quality assurance processes such as moderation and audit.  

The practice-based learning team are responsible for allocating student cohorts to available placement offers, 

ensuring that each student completes the programme with a varied profile of experience.   

The team ensures that practice educators are appropriately prepared for placements, offering bespoke training and 

support to occupational therapists who are new to the practice educator role as well as regular updates for more 

experienced practice educators. The training of practice educators is monitored by the Locality Practice- based 

learning Lead Coordinators.   

Preparatory sessions and mandatory training are timetabled and delivered for students to ensure that they are aware 

of the expectations of them when undertaking practice-based learning and that they understand the assessment 

process and associated documentation. There is also opportunity for students to reflect on the placement experience 

upon return to the University setting.   

The practice-based learning team play a key role in the quality assurance of practice placement provision.   

  

2.3.2   The Contact Tutor  

Students are allocated a named contact tutor who is a member of the occupational therapy academic team who will 

be able to provide guidance and support before, during and after a placement.  The contact tutor will undertake a 

formal review of a student’s progress at the half-way point of a placement, which is conducted through a 

virtual/online meeting with the practice educator and student.  A virtual/online meeting is agreed by all parties and 

may be appropriate where the placement would involve significant travel and where there are no concerns 

established about progress from either the student or practice educator.  A face-to-face meeting could be conducted 

if requested and discussed with the contact tutor in advance.  

In all circumstances, the contact tutor will compile a formal half-way report which provides a summary of the review 

and any advice or guidance offered to the student and/or practice educator. Once completed, this report can be 

viewed by the student on their MyProgress profile (see section 2.5.1 of this document). This report will be made 

available to the practice-based learning team for review as an element of the moderation process.   

Contact tutors will:  

• Make themselves available to students should they request a pre-placement tutorial to discuss their 

learning needs and any concerns they may have in advance of the placement.  This is particularly 

important for students who may have struggled or not achieved a pass in a previous placement.   

• Establish a date for the half-way review in negotiation with the student and practice educator.  It is 

expected that the student will initiate this process by emailing the contact tutor with potential dates 

following discussion with their practice educator.  

• Conduct a half-way review of progress, meeting with the student and practice educator separately 

allowing time for the student and practice educator to discuss this in confidence. This is followed by a 

shared evaluative discussion together and formulation of an action plan for the remainder of the 

placement.  

• Ensure that general standards for the provision of practice-based learning are being met and alert the 

practice-based learning team of any issues or concerns.  

• Document a summary of the above discussions within the half-way report, alerting the practice-based 

learning team of any concerns raised by either the practice educator or student and arrange a follow-up 

visit if required.  

• Complete a failing/underachieving student report (please see the Learning in Practice Module on 

Learning Central) as appropriate, forwarding a copy to the practice-based learning team module lead.   

https://learningcentral.cf.ac.uk/ultra/organizations/_423211_1/outline
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• Make themselves available to students should they request a post-placement tutorial to reflect on the 

experience and discuss future learning needs.  This is particularly important for students who may have 

struggled or not achieved a pass for the placement.   

  

2.3.3   Locality Lead Coordinators and Area Coordinators  

Lead coordinators are experienced practice educators who assume an important role within their organisation/ 

locality /specialist area in coordinating matters pertaining to the planning and facilitation of student placements and 

in ensuring the quality of practice-based learning.   Lead Coordinators act as a point of first contact for the practice 

based learning team and attend Lead Coordinators’ meetings (organised by the practice-based learning team) as well 

as coordinate locality coordinator meetings (e.g. for a health board, local authority or large organisation) to provide 

and receive information relevant to practice-based learning and evaluate the effectiveness of procedures and 

processes.  

Lead Coordinators will:  

• Act as a liaison between the organisation and the practice-based learning team and disseminate relevant 

information to area co-ordinators/ practice education.
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• Maintain a record of practice educators in the organisation including their educator training record. 

• Collate offers from practice educators within their locality and return a completed offers sheet to 

HCAREplacements@cardiff.ac.uk according to the placement allocation schedule.   

• Cascade requests for additional placements to the area coordinators/ practice educators.  

• Ensure that details held by the practice-based learning team are updated and current.  

• Coordinate training events for new or existing practice educators in partnership with the practice-based 

learning team at the University.  

• Coordinate and/or attend regular coordinators’ meetings as a key communication channel for practice 

based and University-based staff.  

• Alert the practice-based learning team of any general concerns regarding the provision of practice based 

learning or those that relate to the progress, conduct or presentation of individual students.  

• Demonstrate a commitment to quality assurance by working in partnership with the practice-based 

learning team in relation to audit and in actioning any required developments or improvements in a 

timely manner.   

Some larger organisations (such as Health Boards) may have Area Co-ordinators.   

Area Co-ordinators will:  

• Oversee practice education placements within their team/setting/base.   

• Act as liaison between lead co-ordinator and practice educators in their area and disseminates relevant 

information to practice educators.  

• Collate offers from practice educators with their area and communicate these to the Lead Coordinator.   

• Attend locality co-ordinator meetings representing their area and feedback relevant information to 

practice educators.  

• Contribute to the completion of audits and demonstrate a commitment to quality assurance, working in 

partnership with locality practice-based learning Lead Coordinator.   

• Support and mentor practice educators in the provision of practice-based learning for students, ensuring 

that quality standards are established and maintained.  

• Alert the Lead Coordinator of any general concerns regarding the provision of practice-based learning or 

those that relate to the progress, conduct or presentation of individual students.  

  

2.3.4   The Practice Educator  

Practice educators are Health and Care Professions Council (HCPC) registered occupational therapists who have 

undertaken appropriate training to enable them to be able to support and assess an occupational therapy student in 

relation to identified professional competencies.  These professional competencies are defined within the 

programme’s assessment documentation for practice-based learning as mapped to professional and statutory body 

requirements and standards.  

Practice educators will:  

• Ensure that they are appropriately equipped to facilitate practice-based learning for a student, for 

example by attending regular practice educator training, and are familiar with the student’s programme 

of study, the assessment process and related documentation. Practice Educators should complete New 

Educator Training followed by Educator Refresher Training.   

• Liaise with their Area Coordinator/ Lead Coordinator to plan placement offers and make note of their 

timing to reduce the likelihood of unnecessary withdrawals when placements are allocated to students.  

• Ensure that their details as held by the Lead Coordinator are updated and current.  

• Respond effectively and efficiently to communication from the student in advance of the placement, 

including the negotiation of a pre-placement visit if feasible and the provision of relevant preparatory 

information (e.g., suggested reading, dress code, start and finish times etc.).   
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• Prepare and plan a suitable environment and context for effective practice-based learning in advance of 

the student’s arrival e.g. formulation of an induction programme, identification of potential learning 

opportunities, informing other team members of a student’s planned placement and implementing any 

identified reasonable adjustments.  

Explore a student’s identified learning needs and preferred methods/style of learning, building upon this 

to formulate a collaboratively agreed learning contract to frame and guide the placement.  

• Negotiate the use of half-day study hours (3.5 hours per week or a day every two weeks by mutual 

agreement of the educator and student) as well as the timings of supervision sessions (a minimum of 

one hour per week) which should be formalised in a written record that is signed by the practice 

educator and student.   

• Negotiate a date and time with the student for the half-way review.  The student will assume 

responsibility for initiating and agreeing arrangements with the contact tutor.  

• Identify suitable learning opportunities to enable a student to meet their learning needs and provide 

regular constructive feedback on their progress.    

• A review of progress at the half-way point should be undertake using the PDF version of the assessment 

form (available via the link in the placement confirmation email received from the University) and 

discussed with the student and contact tutor as part of the half-way review.   

• Communicate in an effective and timely manner with the Lead/ Area Coordinator and the Contact Tutor, 

particularly when there are concerns in relation to a placement, including a student’s performance, 

professional conduct or general presentation and wellbeing.   

• Complete the assessment documentation in an effective and timely manner, allowing time to discuss its 

content with the student, including a collaborative identification of future learning needs.  

  

2.3.5   The Student  

Students play an active role in providing the practice-based learning team with information to assist them in planning 

and organising their individual placements and work in partnership with practice educators to ensure that they get 

the most out of their placement experience.    

Students will:  

• Provide and regularly update the personal details required by the practice-based learning team for the 

purpose of allocating placement offers e.g., home and term-time address, telephone contact number, 

car driving status and insurance etc.  (See section 2.2).  

• Complete the School’s Student Declaration form once per academic year and notify the practice-based 

learning team of any changes in circumstances.  

• Liaise with the programme disability contact as early in the programme as possible to explore any 

reasonable adjustments that may be required for practice-based learning.  

• Accept the placement that has been allocated to them by the practice-based learning team.  Students 

are not permitted to source their own placements as it compromises agreed processes between the 

practice-based learning team and placement providers.   

• Contact their named practice educator as soon as their placement is confirmed.    A brief curriculum 

vitae could be provided (including an overview of their skills and work/placement experiences) and a 

pre-placement visit negotiated.  Students should also confirm key requirements and expectations e.g.  

dress code, start and finish time, preparatory reading etc.).   

• Attend all mandatory training and preparatory learning in the University setting and familiarise 

themselves with practice-based learning policies and the relevant assessment documentation made 

available to them on Learning Central.  

  

• Adhere to the organisation’s policies and procedures, the Royal College of Occupational Therapists’ 
Professional Standards for Occupational Therapy, Practice, conduct and Ethics (RCOT 2021) and the 

https://www.rcot.co.uk/publications/professional-standards-occupational-therapy-practice-conduct-and-ethics
https://www.rcot.co.uk/publications/professional-standards-occupational-therapy-practice-conduct-and-ethics
https://www.rcot.co.uk/publications/professional-standards-occupational-therapy-practice-conduct-and-ethics
https://www.rcot.co.uk/publications/professional-standards-occupational-therapy-practice-conduct-and-ethics
https://www.rcot.co.uk/publications/professional-standards-occupational-therapy-practice-conduct-and-ethics
https://www.rcot.co.uk/publications/professional-standards-occupational-therapy-practice-conduct-and-ethics
https://www.rcot.co.uk/publications/professional-standards-occupational-therapy-practice-conduct-and-ethics
https://www.rcot.co.uk/publications/professional-standards-occupational-therapy-practice-conduct-and-ethics
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Health and Care Professions Council’s Guidance on Conduct and Ethics for Students (HCPC 2016). 
Students should also ensure that they follow the Health and Care Professions Council’s Guidance on 
Social Media (HCPC 2017).  

• Negotiate and confirm a date for the half-way review in consultation with the practice educator and 

contact tutor.  

• Report unplanned absences (e.g., due to sickness) in accordance with the requirements of the 

placement setting and the School of Healthcare Sciences.  

Participate actively in the placement and make the most of all learning opportunities as negotiated and 

agreed with the practice educator and as documented on the learning contract.   

• Reflect on and respond in a professional manner to constructive feedback provided by the practice 

educator, assuming an active role within supervision sessions, employing feedback to develop their own 

practice.  

• Communicate any concerns about the placement (including their own performance and wellbeing) to 

the contact tutor and/or practice-based learning team in a professional and timely manner.  

• Complete the required student documentation as directed by the practice-based learning team on 

MyProgress.  

• Complete an evaluation of the placement and compose a formal email or letter of thanks to the practice 

educator for facilitating the experience.    

• Arrange a post-placement tutorial with the contact tutor or personal tutor to reflect on the experience 

and discuss future learning needs.  

  

2.4   Supervision on Placement  

Supervision is defined as;  

A professional relationship and activity which ensures good standards of practice and facilitates development. There 

are many different models of supervision, however it generally:  

• involves a professional relationship;  

• is a process;  

• is active and dynamic, with defined objectives;  

• involves a range of activities;  

• relates to standards, effectiveness and competence;  

• relates to the acquisition and development of knowledge,  

• skills and professional conduct;  

• incorporates personal, professional and organisational elements;  

• may involve simulation;  

• involves reflection on practice.  

(RCOT, 2019 p16)  

  
Formal supervision takes place weekly between the student and practice educator and should be a minimum of one 

hour. Practice educators and students should each retain a copy of the supervision record. Practice settings retain 

student supervision records for a minimum of 5 years or until the student graduates from the programme.  

  

2.4.1 Models of Supervision  

A variety of innovative models of supervision have been employed in support of occupational therapy students’ 

practice-based learning.  This has allowed for greater flexibility in provision (e.g. in relation to educators who work 

part-time or across sites) and increased opportunity for peer support. The more traditional 1:1 model of supervision 
within occupational therapy practice-based learning is now offered alongside the following variations:     

  

2:1 Model – Two students working together with one educator.  This provides students with an opportunity for peer 

supervision.   
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1:2 Model – One student working with two educators with joint or cross supervision. This is particularly useful when 

there is an experienced and inexperienced educator working together who would like to facilitate a placement.   

  

2:2 Model - Two educators and two students working together – a combination of the above two models which 

provides opportunity for both peer supervision between students and cross supervision between educators.  

  

Long Arm Supervision – A model used within non-traditional and role-emerging type placements where profession 

specific supervision is provided by a practice educator who is not based in the same setting as the student (see further 
details below).  
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2.4.2   Supervision in Non-Traditional Placements  

Occupational therapy education at Cardiff University has a long history of developing new partnerships and working 

creatively with non-traditional placement providers to offer students a range of innovative placement opportunities.  

These include placements within private practice, the housing sector, the education and criminal justice systems and 

within charitable organisations and social enterprises.  A number of students have published an account of their 

experience within Occupational Therapy News or other non-occupational therapy publications, thereby highlighting 

the diversity and value of the profession to other students, occupational therapists and the general public.       

  

As outlined above, long-arm supervision is the model associated with non-traditional placement opportunities for 

occupational therapy students, where a HCPC registered occupational therapist may not be based within the 

placement setting (although increasingly there are occupational therapists working within such settings who facilitate 

placements for students).  Where there is no registered occupational therapist within the placement setting, an 

occupational therapist from another setting or from the programme team will provide the long-arm supervision, 
meeting with the student on a weekly basis for a formal review.   There is also an on-site supervisor (not an 

occupational therapist) who will provide guidance on aspects pertinent to the placement environment e.g., policies 

and procedures, day-to-day routines, roles of others etc.).  Due to the limited day-to-day contact between the student 

and long arm supervisor, reflection plays an important part in supervision. The long arm supervisor encourages the 

student to review significant issues and will facilitate the process of learning to include the following:  

   

• A review of the student’s goals for the week  

• Discussion of any critical incidents that have occurred  

• Challenging the student to consider what has been learnt in light of these critical incidents  

• Encouraging the student to apply theoretical knowledge to the practical element of their placement  

• Questioning the student on specific professional issues that will stimulate thinking and research  

• Providing advice in certain areas of expertise, i.e., the use of appropriate assessments, interventions etc.  

• Signposting the student to access relevant resources from other areas  

• Negotiating goals to achieve in the forthcoming week  

• Support in the development of a learning contract and in achieving the placement learning outcomes  

• The assessment of the students’ overall professional competence remains the responsibility of the long-arm  

supervisor, though the on-site supervisor will provide feedback to inform the final report.    

  

2.4.3 Alternative Placement Settings  

There are some additional guidelines for ‘Alternative placements’ which may be in traditional or non-traditional 

settings. These guidelines include role-emerging placements, leadership placements and project placements and are 

aligned with the critical evaluation learning objectives. Students can expect that they may be allocated an 

‘alternative’ placement for the critical evaluation placement. These are available in Appendix 1 and any settings 

planning on providing this type need to discuss it with the academic practice-based learning team via 

hcareotpracedu@cardiff.ac.uk  

  

2.5 Peer Support  

In recent years the occupational therapy programme has introduced a Peer Support mechanism for placements in 

response to student and practice educator feedback. A Peer Support handbook is provided for students to work 

through during sessions.   

These sessions take place online on Wednesday afternoons 3pm – 4pm each week of a placement. Students are split 

into groups by the module lead and each group has a named tutor to report to if they have any queries.   

  

The Peer Support groups are run by occupational therapy student mentors who have completed Mentorship training.   
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• BSc Assessment and Planning Placement (Level 4 cohort)– Supported by Level 5 Occupational therapy student 

mentors  

• BSc Intervention Placement (Level 5 cohort) - Supported by Level 6 Occupational therapy student mentors  

• BSc Critical Evaluation Placement – Level 6 cohorts run these sessions.   

Peer Support sessions for MSc (pre- registration)  students are run in the same way with 1st year students supported 

by 2nd year students.  

  

2.5 Assessment of students on placement  

Assessment of academic and professional competencies is essential in ensuring that students meet the regulatory 

standards and entry-level profile of an occupational therapist and that they are fit for practice.  The curricula 

incorporate a diverse and creative range of assessment strategies and methods which are reflective of an inclusive, 

learner-centred approach and aligned to the intended learning outcomes of the programmes.  As a requirement of 

the World Federation of Occupational Therapists (WFOT), students must also successfully complete the equivalent of 

a minimum of 1000 hours of assessed practice placement learning in a range of practice settings.    

  

Placement  No. of Weeks and Hours Total  

BSc (Hons) Occupational Therapy   

Year 1 - Assessment and Planning  8 Weeks / 300 Hours  

Year 2 - Intervention  10 Weeks / 375 Hours  

Year 3 – Critical Evaluation  11 Weeks / 412.5 Hours  

MSc (pre- registration) Occupational Therapy   

Year 1 - Assessment and Planning  8 Weeks / 300 Hours  

Year 1 - Intervention  10 Weeks / 375 Hours  

Year 2 – Critical Evaluation  11 Weeks / 412.5 Hours  

  

Placements are embedded within modules and are a required component of the module’s assessment schedule and 

are a compulsory element of the programme.  Placements are zero-weighted and are assessed on a pass/fail basis.  

  

Practice-based learning is a crucial element of the learning and assessment of all occupational therapy students and 

often holds significant meaning and importance within their overall experience of the programme.  The assessment 

of professional skills and competence should be as objective and rigorous as possible to ensure that students meet a 

threshold level of competence in keeping with HCPC and RCOT requirements and in order that students themselves 

are satisfied with the overall quality and transparency of the assessment process. As described in this handbook, a 

practice educator holds responsibility for the assessment of practice-based learning, however, in keeping with the 

programme’s educational philosophy, students play an active role in their own learning and assessment and the 

process is characterised by collaboration between the practice educator and the student.         

  

Detailed assessment criteria for each placement have been formulated by the academic programme and practice 

based learning team in accordance with the progressive nature of practice-based learning and expected skills and 

competencies of students at different stages of learning.  In advance of the student’s placement, practice educators 

are provided with a link to the reference version of the assessment form for each placement that reflects both the 

focus of the placement and the level of competence that must be demonstrated by students in order to pass the 
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placement. Students are also provided with a copy of the assessment form for reference and are fully appraised of 

the assessment process during preparatory learning within the module.   

  

Though there is necessary variation between each of the placement documents as described above, irrespective of 

the focus of the placement or the stage of learning, all students are assessed in relation to the following four areas of 

required professional competence:  

  

• Communication and Collaboration Skills  

• Organisation and Management Skills  

• Professional and Reflective Skills   

• Therapeutic Skills  

  

The specific learning opportunities available to students in relation to the above areas will be influenced by the type 

of placement environment allocated to them (e.g. community, hospital, residential home, school etc.) and the nature 

of the health and/or social care needs associated with those accessing occupational therapy within that setting (e.g. 

older adult mental health, trauma and orthopaedics, learning disability, paediatrics etc.).  In collaboration with the 

practice educator, practice-based learning is tailored to the student’s own identified learning needs in relation to the 

learning opportunities afforded by the placement setting through the use of a learning contract.  

  

Formal weekly supervision sessions of a minimum duration of one hour are scheduled to allow the student and the 

practice educator to review and monitor progress against the assessment criteria as captured within the more 

detailed learning contract.  A written record of all supervision sessions, documenting the discussion and agreed 

actions, should be kept and signed by both the practice educator and student.   

  

 A formal half-way review is also conducted by a contact tutor from the programme team as described and a written 

report is produced to document the student’s progress mid-way through the placement. This report is available to 

the student on their MyProgress profile with a copy emailed to the educator, or the student can download a copy for 

the educator on request.  This half-way review process allows for early intervention to support both the practice 

educator and student in the event of any concerns being raised in relation to the placement or the student’s 

progress.   

  

In the final week of the placement the practice educator completes the required assessment form based on the 

student’s performance as achieved by the end of the placement. The link to complete the educator assessment form 

is triggered by the student via their MyProgress profile. A copy of the assessment form should be provided to the 

student at least two days before the end of the placement, allowing for discussion and reflection on its content.  The 

practice educator and student also work together to identify and record the student’s future learning needs which 

will be relevant to subsequent practice-based and University-based learning. The student also has a responsibility for 

their own specific documents as directed by the practice-based learning team.     

  

  

  

  

2.5.1   Placement Paperwork on MyProgress   

Placement paperwork is hosted on MyProgress and is accessed by the student’s individual log-in. Educators do not 

have access to MyProgress but students and educators should review the student’s MyProgress in supervision.   

  

The placement paperwork includes:   
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• Policy checklist – completed by the student during the first week of the placement.  

• Learning contract – a word document is available to the student on learning central. The student works with 

their educator to write their learning contract and this needs to be reviewed in supervision. At the end of the 

placement the educator signs off the learning contract and the student uploads a completed version of the 

learning contract their MyProgress profile.  

• Half Way visit report – this is completed by the contact tutor at the half-way visit. Once submitted the form 

will be visible on the student’s profile. A copy will be emailed to the educator for their reference OR the 

student can download a copy to share with their educator.  

• Future Learning Needs – completed by the student, in discussion with their educator, during the last week of 

placement.   

• Timesheets/Hours record – Students submit their placement hours weekly and a receipt is emailed to the 

educator. Students and educators are encouraged to review students hours each week in supervision.  

• Educator assessment form – The student will send a link to the educator to complete this form at the end of 

the placement. The educator must complete the report by the Wednesday of the final week of the 

placement. A PDF version of the educator assessment form is available for students to view on learning 

central and for educators to view via the link the email confirming the placement details. There is also a 

guide on this link for educators to explain how to submit the educator assessment form.  

  

Guidance for using MyProgress and the above documents is available here.  

  

2.5.2 Assessment Criteria   

Practice-based learning is a mandatory element of the programme and students must pass all placements to be 

awarded a BSc (Hons) Occupational Therapy, or MSc (pre- registration) Occupational Therapy. They are then eligible 

to apply for registration with the Health and Care Professions Council (HCPC) and for professional membership of the 

Royal College of Occupational Therapists.   The placements allow for sequential development of skills pertaining to the 

creative problem-solving process in occupational therapy (RCOT 2019).  By the final critical evaluation themed 
placement, the process should be completed and students are expected to demonstrate competence in, and 

integration of professional skills. Students must complete each practice placement successfully before proceeding to 

the next placement.    

  

In keeping with professional body standards, students are permitted only one attempt at retrieval of a placement.  

Furthermore, if a student fails the first attempt at consecutive placements, they have failed the requirements of the 

preregistration programme and must be withdrawn. If a student fails the second attempt at a placement, they have 

failed the requirements of the pre-registration programme and must be withdrawn (RCOT 2019, p46). In situations 

where a student fails a placement but extenuating circumstances have been accepted their subsequent attempt 

counts as their first attempt.    

  

A key component for recording evidence during placement is the learning contract. Cardiff University has a long and 

established history of employing learning contracts within University-based and practice-based learning to enable 

occupational therapy students to become actively involved in the negotiation of the learning process. The learning 

contract is a particularly valuable tool within practice-based learning as it allows for flexibility and promotes student 

self-direction in identifying how learning can be addressed and evidenced within the placement setting.   

  

Formulating the learning contract is a negotiated, dynamic process, which can, in itself, be seen as contributing 

towards the learning process in that it allows the student to assume ownership and responsibility for his or her own 

learning needs. It is intended that the student should take an increased responsibility for the management of the 

contract as their practice-based learning experience develops.  

  

https://www.cardiff.ac.uk/healthcare-sciences/about-us/practice-education/useful-resources-and-guidance
https://www.cardiff.ac.uk/healthcare-sciences/about-us/practice-education/useful-resources-and-guidance
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Learning needs identified on the contract will be established from the perspectives of the University (as defined in 

the assessment criteria), practice educator and student. Learning contracts should reflect the student’s prior life 

experience and learning from previous placements. This transferability of skills is important in professional practice 

and therefore, even though the student may have used a specific assessment tool in one setting, the principles of 

assessment are transferable into another setting. This allows the student to build on their previous learning and 

develop further skills within a different practice context.   A well-formulated and employed contract will ensure that 

both the practice educator and student are fully aware of each other’s aims and expectations throughout the 

placement and have an evidence base to support the assessment process.  A contract ensures that responsibility for 

the learning experience is shared.  It is an introduction to the appraisal /individual performance review process that 

the student will experience within their future employment.   

  

Students are provided with a blank learning contract in advance of the placement, however practice educators 

should anticipate that they will require time in the initial two weeks of the placement to support the student to 

formulate its content.  This should be a collaborative process undertaken between the practice educator and 

student, the practice educator being able to offer advice as guidance as to appropriate learning opportunities 

available within the setting that reflect the focus of the placement (e.g., methods of assessments employed, forms of 

intervention etc.). The Learning contract comprises four elements: learning needs, learning resources, evidence and 

validation.  The learning contract should be reviewed weekly during supervision.  

  

Further guidelines for students and practice educators in Panopto recorded guidance here:  

https://cardiff.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=2fa8e005-175c-4f2d-a471-18f8fa538d6e   

  
For Cohorts starting in 2022 and onwards there is a requirement from HEIW to complete 150 hours of Inter-

Professional Education (IPE) throughout their pre-registration course. This is captured on the Learning Contract and 

should link to reflections to further enhance learning.  

  
The following sections outline the assessment criteria for each of the placements.  

  

Assessment and Planning Placement 

BSc (Hons) and MSc (Pre-registration) - To achieve a pass the student must achieve a competent standard at this 

stage. The student must demonstrate that they can consistently meet the objectives with assistance. The student 

must demonstrate evidence of being a safe practitioner. The student will fail if they have not reached a competent 

standard at this stage. The student will fail if they do not pass all the learning objectives.  

  

The generic criteria for a pass, fail or credit within the assessment and planning placement are as follows:  

  

Pass   

• Passes all the essential learning objectives with assistance  

• Produces a learning contract recording all essential learning needs with assistance  

• Requires assistance to aid learning throughout the placement  

• Pass in all the skill sections of the assessment form  

  

Fail   

• Fails to achieve a pass in one or more of the essential learning outcomes despite consistent support from the 

practice educator and contact tutor  

• Produces a poor learning contract which omits some or all of the essential learning objectives  

• Requires direction to aid learning throughout the placement  

• Poor level of performance in one or more of the skill sections of the assessment form  

• Demonstrates an inability to work safely without direction  

https://cardiff.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=2fa8e005-175c-4f2d-a471-18f8fa538d6e
https://cardiff.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=2fa8e005-175c-4f2d-a471-18f8fa538d6e
https://cardiff.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=2fa8e005-175c-4f2d-a471-18f8fa538d6e
https://cardiff.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=2fa8e005-175c-4f2d-a471-18f8fa538d6e
https://cardiff.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=2fa8e005-175c-4f2d-a471-18f8fa538d6e
https://cardiff.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=2fa8e005-175c-4f2d-a471-18f8fa538d6e
https://cardiff.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=2fa8e005-175c-4f2d-a471-18f8fa538d6e
https://cardiff.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=2fa8e005-175c-4f2d-a471-18f8fa538d6e
https://cardiff.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=2fa8e005-175c-4f2d-a471-18f8fa538d6e
https://cardiff.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=2fa8e005-175c-4f2d-a471-18f8fa538d6e
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Credit  

• Passes all the essential learning objectives with minimal supervision  

• Produces a detailed and well written learning contract recording all essential and additional learning needs 

with minimal supervision  

• Evidences a clear understanding of aspects of intervention and/or critical evaluation   

• Requires only minimal supervision to aid learning throughout the placement  

• High level of performance than would be anticipated from a Level 4/Year 1 student  

  
Learning Objectives BSc (Hons) and MSc (Pre-registration) Assessment and Planning Placement  

  

Communication and Collaboration Skills  

1.1 The student communicates the results of assessments and intervention plan effectively to service users and 

appropriate others with assistance   

1.2 The student records and reports all actions in a manner appropriate to the placement with assistance   

1.3 The student forms constructive and professional relationships with service users, carers and colleagues with 

assistance   

1.4 The student communicates an understanding of occupational therapy to service users and colleagues with 

assistance   

  

Organisation and Management Skills  

2.1 The student demonstrates awareness of the effects that organisational, legal and professional factors have on the 

assessment and planning processes with assistance   

2.2 The student adheres to the organisation’s policies and procedures with assistance   

2.3 The student prioritises their own workload and manages time appropriately with assistance   

2.4 The student demonstrates an ability to work within the given resources with assistance  

Professional and Reflective Skills  

3.1 The student reflects on the problem solving process to the assessment and planning level with assistance   

3.2 With assistance, the student supports their professional reasoning with evidence based practice   

3.3 The student adheres to the Professional Standards for Occupational Therapy, Practice, conduct and Ethics (RCOT  

2021) & Guidance on Conduct and Ethics for Students (HCPC 2016) with assistance   

3.4 With assistance, the student employs reflection and feedback to evaluate and develop professional strengths and 

identify continuing learning needs   

  

Therapeutic Skills  

4.1 The student selects and professionally conducts appropriate assessments for each individual/group with 

assistance   

4.2 The student explores and justifies the possible use of a model/models of practice relevant to the placement 

setting with assistance   

4.3 With assistance, the student can examine factors which influence the outcomes of assessment and planning in 

occupational therapy   

4.4 With assistance, the student can plan appropriate intervention programmes, recording the plan and priorities  
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 Intervention Placement 

BSc (Hons) and MSc (Pre-registration) 

To achieve a pass the student must achieve a competent standard at this stage. The student must demonstrate that 

they can consistently meet the objectives with supervision. The student must demonstrate evidence of being a safe 

practitioner. The student will fail if they have not reached a competent standard at this stage. The student will fail if 

they do not pass all the learning objectives.  

  

The generic criteria for a pass, fail or credit within the Intervention placement are as follows:  

  
Pass   

• Passes the essential learning objectives with supervision  

• Produces a satisfactory learning contract with supervision, recording all essential learning needs   

• Requires supervision to aid learning throughout the placement  

• Pass in all the skill sections of the assessment form  

  

Fail   

• Fails to achieve a pass in one or more of the essential learning objectives despite consistent support from the 

practice educator and contact tutor  

• Produces a poor learning contract which omits some or all of the essential learning objectives  

• Continues to require direction to aid learning throughout the placement  

• Poor level of performance in one or more of the skill sections of the assessment form  

• Demonstrates an inability to work safely without continued assistance  

  

Credit  

• Passes all the essential learning objectives with minimal supervision  

• Produces a detailed and well written learning contract recording all essential and additional learning needs 

with minimal supervision  

• Evidences a clear understanding of aspects of critical evaluation   

• Requires only minimal supervision to aid learning throughout the placement  

• High level of performance than would be anticipated from a Level 5/Year 2 student  

  

Learning Objectives – BSc (Hons) and MSc (Pre-registration) Intervention Placement  

  

Communication and Collaboration Skills  

1.1 The student communicates effectively the results of assessments, planning and interventions to service users and 

appropriate others with supervision   

1.2 The student records and reports all actions in a manner appropriate to the placement with supervision   

1.3 The student forms constructive and professional relationships with service users, carers and colleagues with 

supervision   

1.4 The student communicates an understanding of occupational therapy to service users and colleagues with 

supervision   

  

Organisation and Management Skills  

2.1 The student demonstrates awareness of the effects that organisational, legal and professional factors have on the 

assessment, planning and intervention processes with supervision   

2.2 The student adheres to the organisation’s policies and procedures with supervision   
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2.3 The student prioritises their own workload and manages time appropriately with supervision   

2.4 The student demonstrates an ability to work within the given resources with supervision   

  

  

  

  

  

Professional and Reflective Skills  

3.1 The student reflects on the problem solving process to the intervention level with supervision   

3.2 With supervision, the student supports their professional reasoning with evidence based practice   

3.3 The student adheres to the Professional Standards for Occupational Therapy, Practice, conduct and Ethics (RCOT 

2021) & Guidance on Conduct and Ethics for Students (HCPC 2016) with supervision   

3.4 With supervision, the student employs reflection and feedback to evaluate and develop professional strengths 

and identify continuing learning needs   

  

Therapeutic Skills  

4.1 The student selects and professionally conducts appropriate assessments for each individual/group with 

supervision   

4.2 The student explores and justifies the possible use of a model/models of practice and approaches relevant to the 

placement setting with supervision   

4.3 With supervision, the student can examine factors which influence the outcomes of assessment, planning and 

intervention in occupational therapy   

4.4 With supervision, the student can plan appropriate intervention programmes, recording the plan and priorities 

4.5 With supervision, the student can undertake interventions as planned/modified and justify accordingly   

  
Critical Evaluation Placement 

BSc (Hons) and MSc (Pre-registration)  

To achieve a pass the student must achieve a competent standard at this stage. The student must demonstrate that 

they can consistently meet the objectives with minimal supervision. The student must demonstrate evidence of 

being a safe practitioner. The student will fail if they have not reached a competent standard at this stage. The 

student will fail if they do not pass all the learning objectives.  

  

The generic criteria for a pass, fail or credit within the Critical Evaluation placement are as follows:  

  

Pass   

• Passes the essential learning objectives with minimal supervision  

• Produces a satisfactory learning contract recording all essential learning needs  

• Requires minimal supervision to aid learning throughout the placement  

• Pass in all the skill sections of the assessment form  

  

Fail   

• Fails to achieve a pass in one or more of the essential learning objectives despite consistent support from the 

practice educator and contact tutor  

• Produces a poor learning contract which omits some or all of the essential learning objectives  

• Continues to require direction/assistance to aid learning throughout the placement  

• Poor level of performance in one or more of the skill sections of the assessment form  

• Demonstrates an inability to work safely without supervision   

  

Credit  
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• Passes all the essential learning objectives independently  

• Independently produces a detailed and well written learning contract recording all essential and additional 

learning needs  

• Demonstrates synthesis in their approach to undertaking the entire problem-solving process  

• Demonstrates ability to self-direct to aid learning throughout the placement  

• High level of performance than would be anticipated from a Level 6/Year 3 student as an emerging 

professional.  

  
  
Learning Objectives – BSc (Hons) and MSc (Pre-registration) Critical Evaluation Placement  

  

Communication and Collaboration Skills  

1.1 The student communicates effectively the results of the occupational therapy process to service users and 

appropriate others with minimal supervision   

1.2 The student records and reports all actions in a manner appropriate to the placement with minimal supervision  

1.3 The student forms constructive and professional relationships with service users, carers and colleagues with 
minimal supervision   

1.4 The student communicates an understanding of occupational therapy to service users and colleagues with 

minimal supervision   

  

Organisation and Management Skills  

2.1 The student demonstrates awareness of the effects that organisational, legal and professional factors have on the 

occupational therapy process with minimal supervision   

2.2 The student adheres to the organisation’s policies and procedures with minimal supervision   

2.3 The student prioritises their own workload and manages time appropriately with minimal supervision   

2.4 The student demonstrates an ability to work within the given resources with minimal supervision   

  

Professional and Reflective Skills  

3.1 The student reflects on the entire problem-solving process with minimal supervision   

3.2 With minimal supervision, the student supports their professional reasoning with evidence-based practice   

3.3 The student adheres to the Professional Standards for Occupational Therapy, Practice, conduct and Ethics (RCOT  

2021) & Guidance on Conduct and Ethics for Students (HCPC 2016) with minimal supervision   

3.4 With minimal supervision, the student employs reflection and feedback to evaluate and develop professional 

strengths and identify continuing learning needs   

  

Therapeutic Skills  

4.1 The student selects and professionally conducts appropriate assessments for each individual/group with minimal 

supervision   

4.2 The student explores and justifies the possible use of a model/models of practice and approaches relevant to the 

placement setting with minimal supervision   

4.3 With minimal supervision, the student can critically explore and consider factors which influence the outcomes of 

the occupational therapy process   

4.4 With minimal supervision, the student can plan appropriate intervention programmes, recording the plan and 

priorities   

4.5 With minimal supervision, the student can undertake interventions as planned/modified and justify accordingly 

4.6 The student can critically discuss the reasons for evaluation and analyse the effectiveness of a range of evaluation 

tools with minimal supervision         

4.7 The student can critically evaluate the effectiveness of the whole occupational therapy process used with service 

users/groups and modify accordingly to meet changing needs with minimal supervision.  
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2.5.3   Definitions of Competencies  

In assessing a student’s performance against the above criteria, the following definitions of competency should be 

employed:   

  

•  Direction  

The student needs regular prompting and the help of the practice educator to attempt a specified task, despite 

consistent support and access to opportunities for practice. S/He is unable without direction to safely/effectively 
undertake specified tasks to a level expected.  

  

•  Assistance  

The student needs prompting from the practice educator to plan for and/or complete and/or reflect upon the 

outcomes of a specified task.  With assistance, they are able to execute tasks safely and effectively.   

  

•  Supervision  

The student needs to discuss plans before/during/after a specified task and the practice educator gives 

advice/support at more than one of these stages. The student can with supervision execute tasks safely, effectively 

and unaided.  

  

•  Minimal Supervision  

The student initiates and discusses his/her plans with the practice educator before, implements and feeds back 

after a specified task and the practice educator gives only minimal advice/support at any of these stages. The 
student with minimal supervision can execute tasks safely, efficiently and unaided.  

  

•  Independent/ Self Directed  

The student functions independently (as is applicable for the placement setting) whilst recognising their own 

learning needs. They request supervision/guidance, as and when appropriate. The student can execute tasks 
safely, efficiently and unaided.  

  

Please note that the student should demonstrate consistency over time at the level of competency being assessed 

for each individual placement.  

  
2.5.4     Awarding a Pass   

• The practice educator gathers supporting evidence that the student has achieved the specific level of 
competence expected for each learning objective. The placement competency descriptors above will guide 

their award alongside the learning contract and evidence and examples from the student’s practice.  

• During the half-way review, the student’s performance should be discussed and recorded on the half-way 

review form and an action plan for the remainder of the time on placement negotiated and recorded.  The 

contact tutor will clarify the assessment process with the practice educator if required.  

• At the end of the placement, the practice educator will complete the assessment form. The written comments 

section must reflect the placement outcome/award. The assessment form should be completed on the 
Wednesday of the last week of the placement and discussed with the student prior to the end of the 

placement.  

• Once all educator forms are completed, an internal moderation process takes place.   
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2.5.5   Awarding a Fail    

The School’s Procedure for Reporting and Supporting Pre-Registration Student Underachievement of Competence in 

Clinical/Placement Practice (see the HCARE Learning in Practice module on Learning Central) should be employed 
when a student is assessed as failing to meet the required minimum standards of performance on placement.   In 

addition, the practice-based learning team has produced Panopto video guidance on supporting struggling students 

which is available here:   

  

https://cardiff.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=b7e9175a-8a62-41de-939e-a85101009d91   

  

The practice educator and/ or lead coordinator will be required to make contact and liaise with the contact tutor (who 
will alert the practice-based learning team) regarding any concerns identified. The concerns should be raised with the 

contact tutor at the earliest opportunity and not left until the half-way point. The concerns should also be discussed 

with the student at supervision and clearly documented.   

  

An early visit can be scheduled to address the issues raised by the student and practice educator and to devise an 

action plan.  During the visit, the contact tutor should be made aware of any intention not to award a pass at this 
stage. The practice educator should highlight areas on the assessment form that are ‘at risk’ or in the fail band. It is 

important for the practice educator and/or the contact tutor to clarify with the student if there are any extenuating 

circumstances and to inform the student of their duties in relation to this. All details must be recorded on the 
Failing/Struggling Student Report Form as per the above policy. Further strategies can then be negotiated between all 

parties.   

  

The practice educator must then contact the visiting tutor via email or phone on a weekly basis, or more often, in 

order that future strategies may be discussed or to determine if additional tutor visits are required.   

  

The final decision to award a fail for the placement must be made in consultation with the student, practice educator 
and contact tutor and may require input from the practice-based learning team. Throughout the whole process the 

student must be informed of their performance and any decisions being made.   

  

It is unacceptable to inform a student in the final week that they will fail, without this being discussed and the 

student having an opportunity to address the issues in the weeks leading up to the final week.   

  

In keeping with professional body standards, students are permitted only one attempt at retrieval of a placement.  

Furthermore, if a student fails the first attempt at a consecutive placement, they have failed the requirements of the 
pre-registration programme and must be withdrawn. If a student fails the second attempt at a placement, they have 

failed the requirements of the pre-registration programme and must be withdrawn (RCOT 2019, p46).  

  

2.5.6    Procedure for the Award of a Credit  

For a practice educator to award a student a credit on practice placement they are required to liaise with the contact 

tutor for the placement. The practice educator will need to indicate on the Practice Educator Assessment document 
that they wish for the student to be considered for credit. Evidence and practice examples gathered by the practice 

educator, and included on the assessment form, will be essential to ensure that the student has met the criteria for 

the award of a credit.   

  

This Award of Certificate of Excellence in Practice-Based Learning recognises the achievement of students who 

demonstrate excellence during practice placements. After completion of the final placement a Certificate of Excellence 

in Practice Education is awarded when a student has achieved a credit in three placements. Students who achieved a 
credit in two placements will receive a Certificate of Merit in Practice Education. Students who achieved a credit in 

one of their placements will receive a Certificate of Recognition in Practice Education.   

https://learningcentral.cf.ac.uk/ultra/organizations/_423211_1/outline
https://learningcentral.cf.ac.uk/ultra/organizations/_410480_1/cl/outline
https://cardiff.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=b7e9175a-8a62-41de-939e-a85101009d91
https://cardiff.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=b7e9175a-8a62-41de-939e-a85101009d91
https://cardiff.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=b7e9175a-8a62-41de-939e-a85101009d91
https://cardiff.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=b7e9175a-8a62-41de-939e-a85101009d91
https://cardiff.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=b7e9175a-8a62-41de-939e-a85101009d91
https://cardiff.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=b7e9175a-8a62-41de-939e-a85101009d91
https://cardiff.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=b7e9175a-8a62-41de-939e-a85101009d91
https://cardiff.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=b7e9175a-8a62-41de-939e-a85101009d91
https://cardiff.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=b7e9175a-8a62-41de-939e-a85101009d91
https://cardiff.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=b7e9175a-8a62-41de-939e-a85101009d91
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2.5.7     Procedure after Placement for Fail/Deferral  

Two members of the practice-based learning team will review all documents pertaining to a failed placement to ensure 

parity and transparency.  Where there is inconsistency or lack of clarity and evidence, the practice educator will be 

contacted for clarification before moderation. The moderation will occur after each placement and the outcome will 

be reported to the Examination Board.  

  

2.5.8    Maladministration of Procedures  

It is imperative that practice educators follow the correct policy and procedure when assessing practice-based 

learning. Failure to follow policy and procedure (e.g., in cases where a student has been underachieving on placement) 

could be considered maladministration of procedure and the decision made regarding the award could be overturned 

at the Examination Board. If maladministration of procedures is suspected a member of the practice-based learning 

team will inform the practice educator and the lead coordinator that this is being investigated.  

  

  

  

Section 3: Confidentiality   
  

Students should be aware of their obligations to safeguard confidential information.  Service users must never be 

discussed (verbally or online) outside of the placement and anonymity of individuals, organisations and staff must be 

maintained when completing placement-related work or academic assignments.  Where academic work requires 

specific reference to placement learning experiences students should, where appropriate, use pseudonyms for service 

users, placement settings, staff etc. At all times students should adhere to RCOT and HCPC guidelines in relation to 
confidentiality as well as the regulations/policies of the placement organisations  

  

  

  

Section 4: Travelling to your practice placements  
  

Due to the geographic spread of our practice placement providers, it is inevitable that some students will need to 

travel longer distances to reach their placement than others.  Unless a student can provide evidence of exceptional 

or a sudden change in circumstances, our expectation is that all students will attend the practice placement they 

have been allocated.    

    

We recognise that some students choose to study at Cardiff University irrespective of where they live and 

the additional travelling time that this incurs.  All students should expect to travel to/from their placement. 

The guidance in the rest of this sections sets out the School of Healthcare Sciences guidance and processes 

in relation to placement travel.  

4.1 Using public transport and planning your journey   

All students will have to use various modes of transport (i.e., a combination of walking, buses and/or trains) to get to 

practice placement. Accommodation may be available where a daily commute is not feasible.  

  

Please see the HCARE Learning in Practice module on Learning Central for further details.   

  

Websites which may help you plan your journey via car or public transport:   

https://learningcentral.cf.ac.uk/ultra/organizations/_410480_1/cl/outline
https://learningcentral.cf.ac.uk/ultra/organizations/_410480_1/cl/outline
https://learningcentral.cf.ac.uk/ultra/organizations/_423211_1/outline
https://learningcentral.cf.ac.uk/ultra/organizations/_410480_1/cl/outline
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Traveline Cymru  

Google maps   

AA route planner   

  

There may be other students who are on placement with you or near you and you may be able to share transport. If 

you choose to do this, please insure this is in line with your car insurance policy. You will need business insurance.  

  

  

4.2 Use of personal vehicles   

In addition, if students intend to use their own motor vehicle, they will need to have completed the ‘Permission to Use 

Vehicle Form’ (see ‘Forms’ tab in the HCARE Learning in Practice module on Learning Central).  It is the student’s 

responsibility to obtain confirmation from their insurers that they have adequate cover for all risks associated with the 

use of the motor vehicle whilst travelling to and from placement (for example, ‘Business’ insurance). This should also 
cover carrying passengers if the student will be taking other students with them. Students travelling by private motor 

vehicle should be aware that they do so at their own risk. The provision for reimbursement of the costs of travel by 

private motor vehicle do not constitute any acceptance of liability by the university, NWSSP or any other NHS body for 
the risks arising from the use of the private motor vehicle concerned.  

Additional mileage/travel costs may be claimed if a student must travel to other placement sites, and/or to service 

users’ home addresses (if the student is not given free transport).  Any community mileage incurred must still exceed 
the cost of the student’s daily mileage to and from their normal place of study. Community mileage on its own will not 

be reimbursed if it is not in excess.  

   
4.3 Use of personal vehicles for transporting patients   

You must NOT use your own car to transport patients under ANY circumstances.   

  

4.4. Accommodation (LINK TO ULTRA TO BE ADDED) 

The School will approve a request by a student if their allocated placement is outside the county of Cardiff, and one 

or more of the following are satisfied:  

• The student does not have access to a car for which business insurance is held, and would have to travel on 

one or more public transport vehicles with a journey time in excess of an hour  

• The student does not have access to a car and there are no public transport links close to the location  

• The student does have access to a car, but the travel time to the placement would be in excess of one hour as 
determined by the cheapest / quickest route using a recognised route planner.  One hour is the current 

average commute to work in the UK (ONS 2016).  AND/OR  

• The student’s ISAN/formalised reasonable adjustments identifies that temporary (placement) accommodation 

is required.  

A completed Temporary Placement Request Form (available on the ‘Accommodation’ tab of the HCARE  

Learning in Practice module on Learning Central) should be submitted by the student within 72 hours of being 

notified of the placement allocation. This is to enable appropriate accommodation to be sourced. It is the students 

responsibility to arrange and book accommodation for their clinical placements. 

 

 

4.5 Placement travel / accommodation expense claims   

Full guidance regarding placement expense guidance can be found on the ‘Forms’ tab of the HCARE Learning in 

Practice Module  

https://www.traveline.cymru/
https://www.traveline.cymru/
https://www.google.co.uk/maps/@51.5047424,-3.1981568,14z
https://www.google.co.uk/maps/@51.5047424,-3.1981568,14z
https://www.theaa.com/route-planner/route
https://www.theaa.com/route-planner/route
https://learningcentral.cf.ac.uk/ultra/organizations/_404911_1/cl/outline
https://learningcentral.cf.ac.uk/ultra/organizations/_404911_1/cl/outline
https://learningcentral.cf.ac.uk/ultra/organizations/_404911_1/cl/outline
https://learningcentral.cf.ac.uk/ultra/organizations/_404911_1/cl/outline
https://learningcentral.cf.ac.uk/ultra/organizations/_404911_1/cl/outline
https://learningcentral.cf.ac.uk/ultra/organizations/_423211_1/outline
https://learningcentral.cf.ac.uk/ultra/organizations/_410480_1/cl/outline
https://learningcentral.cf.ac.uk/ultra/organizations/_410480_1/cl/outline
https://learningcentral.cf.ac.uk/ultra/organizations/_410480_1/cl/outline
https://learningcentral.cf.ac.uk/ultra/organizations/_410480_1/cl/outline
https://learningcentral.cf.ac.uk/ultra/organizations/_423211_1/outline
https://learningcentral.cf.ac.uk/ultra/organizations/_410480_1/cl/outline
https://learningcentral.cf.ac.uk/ultra/organizations/_410480_1/cl/outline
https://learningcentral.cf.ac.uk/ultra/organizations/_423211_1/outline
https://learningcentral.cf.ac.uk/ultra/organizations/_423211_1/outline
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Claims must be submitted no later than three months of the last date of each individual placement, however, we 

would encourage students to submit claims at regular intervals, such as fortnightly or monthly, or in line with your 

placement timesheet submission date(s).  

  

  

Section 5: Notification of practice placements   
  

Placements are arranged in collaboration with our practice placement providers.  We aim to notify students eight 

weeks before the commencement of placement.  Please note that notification may be delayed, or changes made to 

practice placements, at very short notice for many reasons, i.e., changes in service/care provision or other factors, 

which are beyond the control of the programme/School.    

  

5.1 Where and when can I find the details of my placements?   

Placement information is released to students eight weeks before the placement start date. If there is a delay to this 

process, then the module lead will communicate this via a Learning Central announcement to students. Placement 

details are uploaded to the Placement List folder on Learning Central. For Cohorts starting in 2022 and on they will 

also be available via the InPlace online placement management platform.  

  

5.2 Requesting a Change of placement    

Students cannot request a change of placement unless there are exceptional circumstances. Students who are 

unsatisfied with their allocated placement should submit a change of practice placement request form (available on 

the HCARE Learning in Practice module on Learning Central) to the programme manager and practice education lead.  

There are criteria that need to be met for a change of placement to be considered and supporting evidence may be 
required.  

  

5.3 When do I contact my placement?   

Once the placement information is available students need to contact their named practice educator as soon as 

possible to arrange a pre-placement visit and introduce themselves.  

  

5.4 Cancellation of placement   

Due to the nature of continuous changes in practice, even confirmed placements can be cancelled due to unforeseen 

circumstances.  You should be prepared for this situation to occur, try not worry or become anxious.  The placement 

team, academic placement leads, and our placement partners will be working to secure you a placement.    

  

Unfortunately, there are occasions where the availability of allocated placements is impacted by unforeseen 

circumstances which are outside of the University’s control.  Service restructures and relocations, sickness absences 

or employment moves may result in a late withdrawal of a placement offer by an organisation or individual practice 

educator.   Where this occurs prior to a placement commencing, the practice-based learning team will work to 

establish a suitable action plan with the practice educator and locality coordinator to maintain the placement offer 

wherever possible or, if necessary, secure a different placement opportunity within the same organisation.   Should 

this not prove viable, the practice-based learning team will work to identify and secure a new placement and will, 

wherever possible, ensure that the student is able to commence the placement in a timely manner.  The student will 

be kept informed of the situation throughout this process.   

  

Should unforeseen circumstances arise that impact on a placement already commenced by a student, an action plan 

will be initiated by the placement provider, the student and a member of the practice-based learning team.  This will 

identify the impact of the circumstances and determine the viability of the placement in relation to the student’s 

available learning opportunities and overall experience.  In rare circumstances where a suitable action plan cannot be 

https://learningcentral.cf.ac.uk/ultra/organizations/_410480_1/cl/outline
https://learningcentral.cf.ac.uk/ultra/organizations/_423211_1/outline
https://learningcentral.cf.ac.uk/ultra/organizations/_410480_1/cl/outline
https://learningcentral.cf.ac.uk/ultra/organizations/_423211_1/outline
https://learningcentral.cf.ac.uk/ultra/organizations/_410480_1/cl/outline
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put into place and the learning experience is compromised, it may be necessary to neutrally withdraw the student 

from the placement.  This action would be taken as a last resort only and would necessitate extensive discussion 

between the provider, the student, the practice-based learning team and the programme manager.     

In exceptional circumstances if an appropriate placement is not sourced in a timely manner by the university, the 

placement team will work closely with the student to develop a plan to determine when this placement will be 

completed.     

  

  

5.5 Can I arrange my own placement?  

Students are not permitted to source their own placements as it compromises agreed processes between the 

practice-based learning team and placement providers.  

  

5.6   Bilingual / Welsh Language Placement Opportunities  

Wherever possible, appropriate placements are sourced for Welsh-speaking students who request a setting that offers 

bilingual learning opportunities (e.g., with a Welsh-speaking practice educator or in a geographical area where they 
are likely to be able to work with service users and their families through the medium of Welsh). This cannot be 

guaranteed.    

  

5.7 Further information about my placement   

Further information about your placement can be obtained during the pre-placement visit. You can ask your practice 

educator for relevant information such as uniform/dress code, start/finish times, description of the services, suggested 

reading and any other relevant information you need to be aware of before your first day.  

  

  

  

Section 6: Uniform / dress code   
  

The principles and expectations stated within the placement host organisation uniform policy must be adhered to.  

There may be placement areas where the All Wales NHS Dress Code would not be suitable, in these circumstances 

students will be expected to follow the dress code policy that applies to the placement area / health board.  Where 

students are not obliged to wear the All Wales/ NHS uniform you are required to present a smart and professional 

image as advised by the placement area.    

  

6.1 What do students wear on placement or in clinical skills labs?   

You will be expected to wear the uniform provided by the School unless advised otherwise by the placement area or 

clinical skills lab team.  The majority of placement areas also have guidance on wearing jewellery/ watches which 

students are expected to adhere to.  

  

If you are considered inappropriately dressed, you may be sent off-duty and be reported absent.  Any such absences 

will need to be made up. If inappropriate dress or any other failures of the principles set out within the All  

Wales/NHS Dress code is a persistent problem, the Programme Manager will be informed, and you may be referred 

to a Fitness for Practice panel.  

  

Students must wear their Cardiff University Student Name Tag at all times on placement. These tags are provided by 

Programme Support along with student uniform.  

  

6.2 How many uniforms will be issued?   

Each student will receive:  

https://heiw.nhs.wales/files/key-documents/policies/human-resources-policies/all-wales-nhs-dress-code-pdf/
https://heiw.nhs.wales/files/key-documents/policies/human-resources-policies/all-wales-nhs-dress-code-pdf/
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2 tunics  

3 polo shirts  

4 trousers  

  

6.3 How should uniform be laundered?   

You should follow the guidance as detailed in the Department of Health publication Uniforms & workwear: Guidance 

on uniform and workwear policies for NHS employers.    

    

  

6.4 Action to take if uniform becomes too small / large, is in a state of disrepair or if a student becomes pregnant?   

If you require an alternative sized uniform during your course, you will be expected to purchase replacement 

uniforms.  Some pre-worn uniforms may be available for you to exchange, which will incur no charge.  In the unlikely 

event your uniform is in a state of disrepair you will be expected to purchase replacement uniforms, you will not be 

able to exchange your uniform for any pre-worn uniform.  

  

In the event that new uniform is ordered this will be co-ordinated by the programme support team.  

  

If you become pregnant then you should contact the Programme Support team who will arrange for you to have 

replacement uniforms that may be pre-worn.  

  

All queries regarding uniform should be directed to HCAREOTProgrammeSupport@Cardiff.ac.uk.    

  

  

  

Section 7: Whilst on placement    
  

7.1 HCPC/RCOT and programme requirements for practice   

In addition to the general standards of conduct required of students of Cardiff University as outlined in the Cardiff 

University Student Handbook, School of Healthcare Sciences Student Handbook and the BSc (Hons) Occupational 
Therapy Programme Handbook ,  or  Pre-registration MSc Occupational Therapy Programme Handbook students of 

the BSc (Hons), and MSc (pre-registration) Occupational Therapy programmes are expected to demonstrate 

professional standards and conduct in keeping with the requirements of the Health and Care Professions Council 
(HCPC) and the Royal College of Occupational Therapists (RCOT).  It is therefore essential that students familiarise 

themselves with and abide by the following key documents before, during and after practice-based learning:    

  

• Royal College of Occupational Therapists. 2021. Professional Standards for Occupational Therapy, Practice, 

conduct and Ethics London: Royal College of Occupational Therapists.  

  

• Health and Care Professions Council. 2016. Guidance on conduct and ethics for students. London: Health and Care 

Professions Council.  

  

• Health and Care Professions Council. 2017. Guidance on social media. London: Health and Care Professions. 

Council.  

  

Students will also need to follow the policies and guidelines set out by the placement organisation/ setting.  

  

https://www.england.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Uniforms-and-Workwear-Guidance-2-April-2020.pdf
https://www.england.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Uniforms-and-Workwear-Guidance-2-April-2020.pdf
https://www.england.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Uniforms-and-Workwear-Guidance-2-April-2020.pdf
https://www.england.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Uniforms-and-Workwear-Guidance-2-April-2020.pdf
https://www.england.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Uniforms-and-Workwear-Guidance-2-April-2020.pdf
https://www.england.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Uniforms-and-Workwear-Guidance-2-April-2020.pdf
https://www.england.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Uniforms-and-Workwear-Guidance-2-April-2020.pdf
https://intranet.cardiff.ac.uk/students/study/student-handbook
https://intranet.cardiff.ac.uk/students/study/student-handbook
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https://intranet.cardiff.ac.uk/students/study/student-handbook
https://intranet.cardiff.ac.uk/students/study/student-handbook
https://intranet.cardiff.ac.uk/students/study/student-handbook
https://intranet.cardiff.ac.uk/intranet/students/documents/your-study/student-handbooks/academic-schools/2019/biomedical-and-life-sciences/healthcare-sciences/Student-Handbook-Healthcare-Sciences-2022-23-English.pdf
https://intranet.cardiff.ac.uk/intranet/students/documents/your-study/student-handbooks/academic-schools/2019/biomedical-and-life-sciences/healthcare-sciences/Student-Handbook-Healthcare-Sciences-2022-23-English.pdf
https://intranet.cardiff.ac.uk/intranet/students/documents/your-study/student-handbooks/academic-schools/2019/biomedical-and-life-sciences/healthcare-sciences/Student-Handbook-Healthcare-Sciences-2022-23-English.pdf
https://intranet.cardiff.ac.uk/intranet/students/documents/your-study/student-handbooks/academic-schools/2019/biomedical-and-life-sciences/healthcare-sciences/Student-Handbook-Healthcare-Sciences-2022-23-English.pdf
https://intranet.cardiff.ac.uk/intranet/students/documents/your-study/student-handbooks/academic-schools/2019/biomedical-and-life-sciences/healthcare-sciences/Student-Handbook-Healthcare-Sciences-2022-23-English.pdf
https://learningcentral.cf.ac.uk/ultra/organizations/_404911_1/cl/outline
https://learningcentral.cf.ac.uk/ultra/organizations/_404911_1/cl/outline
https://learningcentral.cf.ac.uk/ultra/organizations/_404911_1/cl/outline
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https://learn-eu-central-1-prod-fleet01-xythos.content.blackboardcdn.com/5fd150846bae0/15214036?X-Blackboard-Expiration=1663783200000&X-Blackboard-Signature=VNLsLB4OpUqm9Y7qEGkgC3%2Bjw5VwdqsaJKD710lDo%2B4%3D&X-Blackboard-Client-Id=179260&response-cache-control=private%2C%20max-age%3D21600&response-content-disposition=inline%3B%20filename%2A%3DUTF-8%27%27MSc%2520pre-reg%2520Occupational%2520Therapy%2520Programme%2520Handbook%25202022.23%2520FINAL.pdf&response-content-type=application%2Fpdf&X-Amz-Security-Token=IQoJb3JpZ2luX2VjEMv%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2FwEaDGV1LWNlbnRyYWwtMSJHMEUCIQCmivW8TURXfEJpUAcgBAhBCVoBwiHzgi%2BVWhnb%2BbYwPQIgb3wYrAXz8w%2BCYjBJZ618NZWdRE%2F1zfhfTth%2BntlD8s8q1gQIdBACGgw2MzU1Njc5MjQxODMiDO%2Fh%2BsuPGDvMkEANWSqzBFbyLNK8EaX7r5ISKlCqOWv1d7j5gG3rzoBK%2B8q7XaNBXn%2BWowzVbgdjflzlbmmSMeGcEXE0HFhHu8BJhHlSldDZEZ3FNGwti3ZquRIeNa0kGOUDvzHxIwJ98an6g20qkvaRCIbWbRNIOC03VnmtL4EIlMyXKpMazh1MgXlgLzpiR6gDXNR7uSWQCa7wXYrzKJHIrghVbUzFAWXp7LmHGtIiAj2UkIznJl8LL60XyH9piLtbxch3zcFj7WVfqo0FeFcvP7%2FKgiNjln66iQg7WwaR79ZSpjJ5%2BlQge1yTd3HR7lfEwQD7RN9ic1I67UcRUSnK1dehKhcerJhSckh7vzxh9InlD1Jjq4PThZXq8cxy2st5kAbMLqTzSRa1kwMyenO8acQQTVO0d0IRotmJGxIcg5iAtO1vEg74donQL9wov5ZC%2FZuYfaDW%2Fgedgr650nab%2FiBpiUc0xYHLp3ye2ZU58dXgpDV3z2FNzH5wXToUUIBL7zmhJNH44t8GFKW%2BvJ%2FXoSdX3dold8diFRFqXSHfBnzZt466vWCB9vUtF5JHlo0smDVIxd%2FLnNDx0%2FeiZafalXOZBWbEZfi%2FDI5583QAVF2aY4bMvuv%2FuncLZCC3qMuHhTlW8%2FL08ERKNoaaICASdZHINQJ0ph3gjou4vulNPTMaHCYdZLzkcRmMB9HPH6DKIx30CpZyimhTE5880TEFxzTcLJ3IRdgDAwEn9fF0fibssmcjxIY7ogPDRwQex34PMP7hq5kGOqkBAv9ABWYI1rXmHIRzpYnSC2AqjZJUBeZyc%2BpWsD3SypyhKktywgUu13l%2BIKZp79HgjR0XMOr%2BjtM0%2BFj9oEs%2BoljC2NU9p8AuWkULeYxSUiP1L0GlFor8czWC18qo%2F27tg6B1ryUFbtD%2BeubV12cdI%2FJaMK6mMXRQVW1klNil5LCPWIJnTcbFl0zBuFt%2F%2F617A1vG3Kw0SfQByIF2AmdKvQRbiIEJHJeT5Q%3D%3D&X-Amz-Algorithm=AWS4-HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-Date=20220921T120000Z&X-Amz-SignedHeaders=host&X-Amz-Expires=21600&X-Amz-Credential=ASIAZH6WM4PL4GTJY2NE%2F20220921%2Feu-central-1%2Fs3%2Faws4_request&X-Amz-Signature=8d0a0a27087f6dc980a63dbf92a76e35a171512e5e81cb8de63096243e12a615
https://learn-eu-central-1-prod-fleet01-xythos.content.blackboardcdn.com/5fd150846bae0/15214036?X-Blackboard-Expiration=1663783200000&X-Blackboard-Signature=VNLsLB4OpUqm9Y7qEGkgC3%2Bjw5VwdqsaJKD710lDo%2B4%3D&X-Blackboard-Client-Id=179260&response-cache-control=private%2C%20max-age%3D21600&response-content-disposition=inline%3B%20filename%2A%3DUTF-8%27%27MSc%2520pre-reg%2520Occupational%2520Therapy%2520Programme%2520Handbook%25202022.23%2520FINAL.pdf&response-content-type=application%2Fpdf&X-Amz-Security-Token=IQoJb3JpZ2luX2VjEMv%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2FwEaDGV1LWNlbnRyYWwtMSJHMEUCIQCmivW8TURXfEJpUAcgBAhBCVoBwiHzgi%2BVWhnb%2BbYwPQIgb3wYrAXz8w%2BCYjBJZ618NZWdRE%2F1zfhfTth%2BntlD8s8q1gQIdBACGgw2MzU1Njc5MjQxODMiDO%2Fh%2BsuPGDvMkEANWSqzBFbyLNK8EaX7r5ISKlCqOWv1d7j5gG3rzoBK%2B8q7XaNBXn%2BWowzVbgdjflzlbmmSMeGcEXE0HFhHu8BJhHlSldDZEZ3FNGwti3ZquRIeNa0kGOUDvzHxIwJ98an6g20qkvaRCIbWbRNIOC03VnmtL4EIlMyXKpMazh1MgXlgLzpiR6gDXNR7uSWQCa7wXYrzKJHIrghVbUzFAWXp7LmHGtIiAj2UkIznJl8LL60XyH9piLtbxch3zcFj7WVfqo0FeFcvP7%2FKgiNjln66iQg7WwaR79ZSpjJ5%2BlQge1yTd3HR7lfEwQD7RN9ic1I67UcRUSnK1dehKhcerJhSckh7vzxh9InlD1Jjq4PThZXq8cxy2st5kAbMLqTzSRa1kwMyenO8acQQTVO0d0IRotmJGxIcg5iAtO1vEg74donQL9wov5ZC%2FZuYfaDW%2Fgedgr650nab%2FiBpiUc0xYHLp3ye2ZU58dXgpDV3z2FNzH5wXToUUIBL7zmhJNH44t8GFKW%2BvJ%2FXoSdX3dold8diFRFqXSHfBnzZt466vWCB9vUtF5JHlo0smDVIxd%2FLnNDx0%2FeiZafalXOZBWbEZfi%2FDI5583QAVF2aY4bMvuv%2FuncLZCC3qMuHhTlW8%2FL08ERKNoaaICASdZHINQJ0ph3gjou4vulNPTMaHCYdZLzkcRmMB9HPH6DKIx30CpZyimhTE5880TEFxzTcLJ3IRdgDAwEn9fF0fibssmcjxIY7ogPDRwQex34PMP7hq5kGOqkBAv9ABWYI1rXmHIRzpYnSC2AqjZJUBeZyc%2BpWsD3SypyhKktywgUu13l%2BIKZp79HgjR0XMOr%2BjtM0%2BFj9oEs%2BoljC2NU9p8AuWkULeYxSUiP1L0GlFor8czWC18qo%2F27tg6B1ryUFbtD%2BeubV12cdI%2FJaMK6mMXRQVW1klNil5LCPWIJnTcbFl0zBuFt%2F%2F617A1vG3Kw0SfQByIF2AmdKvQRbiIEJHJeT5Q%3D%3D&X-Amz-Algorithm=AWS4-HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-Date=20220921T120000Z&X-Amz-SignedHeaders=host&X-Amz-Expires=21600&X-Amz-Credential=ASIAZH6WM4PL4GTJY2NE%2F20220921%2Feu-central-1%2Fs3%2Faws4_request&X-Amz-Signature=8d0a0a27087f6dc980a63dbf92a76e35a171512e5e81cb8de63096243e12a615
https://www.rcot.co.uk/publications/professional-standards-occupational-therapy-practice-conduct-and-ethics
https://www.rcot.co.uk/publications/professional-standards-occupational-therapy-practice-conduct-and-ethics
https://www.rcot.co.uk/publications/professional-standards-occupational-therapy-practice-conduct-and-ethics
https://www.rcot.co.uk/publications/professional-standards-occupational-therapy-practice-conduct-and-ethics
https://www.rcot.co.uk/publications/professional-standards-occupational-therapy-practice-conduct-and-ethics
https://www.rcot.co.uk/publications/professional-standards-occupational-therapy-practice-conduct-and-ethics
https://www.rcot.co.uk/publications/professional-standards-occupational-therapy-practice-conduct-and-ethics
https://www.hcpc-uk.org/resources/guidance/guidance-on-conduct-and-ethics-for-students/
https://www.hcpc-uk.org/resources/guidance/guidance-on-conduct-and-ethics-for-students/
https://www.hcpc-uk.org/resources/guidance/guidance-on-conduct-and-ethics-for-students/
https://www.hcpc-uk.org/resources/guidance/guidance-on-conduct-and-ethics-for-students/
https://www.hcpc-uk.org/resources/guidance/guidance-on-conduct-and-ethics-for-students/
https://www.hcpc-uk.org/resources/guidance/guidance-on-conduct-and-ethics-for-students/
https://www.hcpc-uk.org/resources/guidance/guidance-on-conduct-and-ethics-for-students/
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7.2 Working Hours on Placement  

  

7.2.1 World Federation of Occupational Therapists 1,000 Hours requirements   

In line with educational standards set by the World Federation of Occupational Therapists, all occupational therapy 

students must complete a minimum of 1000 hours of supervised and successfully assessed practice placement 

(WFOT 2016).  Practice-based learning provides students with the opportunity to develop professional competence 

and a unique professional identity within a range of primary, secondary, tertiary and non-traditional health and social 

care settings.  It involves a dynamic partnership between the practice educator and the student and complements 

University-based learning by offering an opportunity for rehearsal and reflection on practice. A practice placement is 

the most effective arena for students to learn from and work in partnership with users of health and social care 

services, their families, carers and other multidisciplinary or multiagency team members.  It provides an authentic, 

real-life learning environment and context for the assessment of an occupational therapy student’s professional 

competence.   

Across the whole programme the 1000 hours can include hours recognised as prior learning (for example a previous 

OT programme if transferred), a maximum of 40 hours of simulated practice based learning and a maximum of 3.5 

self directed study per week (counted as study leave on placement).  

 

The hours for each placement are set out as follows and are based on a 37.5hour week (7.5 hour day):  

Placement  No. of Weeks and Hours Total  

BSc (Hons) Occupational Therapy   

Year 1 - Assessment and Planning  8 Weeks / 300 Hours  

Year 2 - Intervention  10 Weeks / 375 Hours  

Year 3 – Critical Evaluation  11 Weeks / 412.5 Hours  

  

  

  

  

  

MSc (pre- registration)  

Year 1 - Assessment and Planning  8 Weeks / 300 Hours  

Year 1 - Intervention  10 Weeks / 375 Hours  

Year 2 – Critical Evaluation  11 Weeks / 412.5 Hours  

  

7.2.2 Time-keeping on Placement  

Whilst the majority of teams operate Monday to Friday with 7.5 hour days there is an increasing trend towards 

alternative patterns of service delivery. Placements can vary but may necessitate early starts, late finishes, 12 hour 

days and weekend working.  
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Students are expected to arrive promptly at the agreed start of their working day and to work to the hours of the 

placement setting. They should keep appointment times and return from all breaks in a timely manner. Poor time 

keeping will be assessed as unprofessional behaviour within the assessment process.   

  

Students are required to work the hours and shift patterns stipulated by the placement setting. The hours completed 

by a student during practice-based learning are recorded on MyProgress.  If a student is unable to work certain shift 

patterns due to disability or caring responsibility this needs to be identified as a formalised reasonable adjustment 

and discussed with the practice based learning team.  

  

As with all timetabled sessions within the University setting, attendance of practice-based learning is compulsory and 

poor attendance may necessitate investigation in accordance with School procedures.    

Students’ placement hours are monitored closely by the practice-based learning team and, where there is a shortfall 

in hours for a placement, these will be made up as soon as possible through negotiation with the practice educator 

and student on a case by case basis.  Where significant time has been lost from a placement, the impact upon the 

learning opportunities available to a student as well as their ability to achieve the required proficiencies will be 

explored by the practice-based learning team, the practice educator and student.  In certain unavoidable 

circumstances it may be necessary for a student to withdraw and repeat the placement at an identified point in the 

future (e.g., placement re-take block in the Summer).  

  

In keeping with professional standards, failed placement hours cannot be counted towards the minimum 

requirement of 1000 hours (RCOT 2019).  

  

  

7.2.3 Study Time  

Students are entitled to a half a day (maximum 3.5 hours) of study time per week during practice-based learning (RCOT 
2019 pg 39).  With the practice educator’s agreement, they may take this as one whole day per fortnight.  If taking one 

whole day per fortnight then the study time worked should match the time worked in placement. E.g., if a student is 

working 7.5 hours per day in the placement setting then they can work 7.5 hours on their study day.  

The timing of study leave should always be jointly negotiated between the student and practice educator in order that 

key learning opportunities are not missed.  Study leave is recorded in the same way as practice hours. See section 

7.2.3 of this document.  

Students are not permitted to accrue study leave in order to complete the placement earlier than the scheduled end 

date or to arrange extended periods of leave during the placement weeks as this may place them at risk of failure.    

Practice educators should make the practice-based learning team of any such requests by a student or where there 

are any concerns regarding the negotiation of study time.    

  

7.2.4 Working from home during placement  

Some placements require students to work from home. This may be due to the placement setting working remotely 

or a student may not be able to attend the workplace for a particular reason e.g., self-isolating (but not unwell) due 

to COVID-19. In these situations, a clear plan must be discussed between the student and the practice educator as to 

what work the student is expected to undertake, clearly linked with the university learning objectives and how this 

work and hours can be evidenced by the student. Supervision must still take place each week and can be done virtually 

over Teams or Zoom. The contact tutor can provide support and advice on working from home and students/ practice 

educators should get in touch with contact tutors if they have any queries. You may be asked to contribute to additional 

risk assessments to ensure that you are able to work safely from home. Key considerations are around the student 

having access to a safe space in which they can sit for extended periods and being able to maintain confidentiality.  
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7.3 Will the placement arrange my working hours around my part-time job?   

No. All placements are full time. It is understandable that students may have part-time jobs while studying on the 

course. Students need to plan in advance how they can manage their time and well-being on placement if they are 

working part-time at the same time. Please be aware that not all placements operate Monday-Friday as some 

services operate out of hours and at weekends. The working hours of the placement can be clarified during the 

preplacement visit.  

  

7.4 Bank holidays   

The University will close on all bank holidays.  If your placement is open during a bank holiday your shift pattern may 

require you to attend.  If your placement is closed during a bank holiday, you must ensure you complete the required 

hours for that placement week.  

  

Occasionally placement periods may coincide with public (bank) holidays. These days cannot be taken in addition to 

allocated study hours.  Doing so may result in the student having a shortfall of placement hours.  Where the student 

is unable to attend the placement setting on a bank holiday, it is imperative that the student is proactive in negotiating 
with their practice educator from the outset of the placement how to incorporate these hours within their overall 

study allowance for the placement.  For example, if a bank holiday occurred in week 2 of the placement, a student 
may negotiate not to take a half-day study in week 1 and to combine this with the study leave allocation in week 2 to 

offset the bank holiday.   

  

7.5 Annual leave   

You are not able to arrange annual leave outside of the weeks indicated on the programme plan.  Annual leave 

cannot be arranged during theory or placement weeks, and you must adhere to the designated times allocated for 

annual leave within your programme plan.   

  

  

7.6 Lone working   

Please see the Lone Working Policy available on the HCARE Learning in Practice module on Learning Central.   

  

7.7 Interpreting for service user/carers if I can speak their language?   

Only formal interpreting services should be used.  

  

7.8 Library and IT Services  

Details of library and IT services whilst you are on placement are available via the intranet.  

  

  

  

Section 8: Recording placement hours  
  

The recording of placement hours is an essential and important aspect of placement. Students must ensure that they 

record their hours accurately on MyProgress on a weekly basis. Practice educators are responsible for overseeing 

student hours. Students and practice educators must inform the contact tutor or a member of the academic practice-

based learning team if there are any concerns regarding student hours.   

  

8.1 Timesheets  

While on placement students submit timesheets weekly on MyProgress. Students must log the hours they have 

worked (including study time) and any sickness/absence. Lunchtime is not included in the placement hours. Students 

https://learningcentral.cf.ac.uk/ultra/organizations/_410480_1/cl/outline
https://learningcentral.cf.ac.uk/ultra/organizations/_423211_1/outline
https://learningcentral.cf.ac.uk/ultra/organizations/_410480_1/cl/outline
https://intranet.cardiff.ac.uk/students/study/libraries/services-for-health-students-on-placement
https://intranet.cardiff.ac.uk/students/study/libraries/services-for-health-students-on-placement
https://intranet.cardiff.ac.uk/students/study/libraries/services-for-health-students-on-placement
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will then be prompted to input their practice educators email address and an email receipt will be sent to their practice 

educator.  

  

8.2 Sickness / absence on placement  

If you are sick/absent you must contact the placement (before the shift commences) and follow their local absence 

reporting policies on the first day and inform the School as soon as possible by emailing  

HCAREstudentabsence@cardiff.ac.uk   

Please include the information below when e-mailing:   

First Name  

Student number  

Intake (cohort)  

Programme of study  

Reason for Sickness/Absence  

Personal Tutor  

 

Placements will often request a telephone call to notify them of sickness / absence. Student are expected to follow 

local policy. Email or text is not sufficient unless this is the agreed procedure in the specific setting.    

 

Within 2 days of return from sick leave a Sickness Absence Notification form must be completed via the following 

link: https://cardiff.onlinesurveys.ac.uk/student-sickness-absence-notification. You can normally self-certify sickness 

of up to 7 days. Medical certification is required for absences of more than 7 working days. Please refer to the 

website for exceptions (https://intranet.cardiff.ac.uk/students/study/changes-to-your-studies/short-term-absence).  

  

  

Further information regarding what to do if you are sick on absent can be found on page 9 of the School of 

Healthcare Sciences Handbook and in the Academic Regulations.  

  

  

8.3 Unauthorised absence  

This is failure to report for duty when on placement, that has not previously been negotiated/authorised, and is not 

sick leave. This demonstrates unprofessional behaviour that reflects negatively on you in terms of professional 

accountability, ability to communicate, show respect for others and meet professional standards. It could result in 

failure to meet programme requirements and/or referral to a fitness to practice panel.   

  

8.4 Authorised absence  

This is absence which has been authorised by the programme manager, examples include compassionate leave for a 

bereavement or carers leave.  Whilst on placement you will be required to show evidence of your authorised leave to 

your practice educator.  

  

Applications for authorised planned absences should be made via the following link:  

https://cardiff.onlinesurveys.ac.uk/student-special-leave-application  

  

8.5 Personal appointments   

You will be expected to arrange personal appointments during your off-duty hours. Any time missed will be added to 

the overall make up time.   

  

https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcardiff.onlinesurveys.ac.uk%2Fstudent-sickness-absence-notification&data=05%7C01%7CRossJ%40cardiff.ac.uk%7Cc116f284a1c44e2c9d6a08da3f1d77bc%7Cbdb74b3095684856bdbf06759778fcbc%7C1%7C0%7C637891693055153377%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=l2gOYoRMDH3LwG%2F0aQsIoWcju1eYLuTNYksfM8%2FtS9c%3D&reserved=0
https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcardiff.onlinesurveys.ac.uk%2Fstudent-sickness-absence-notification&data=05%7C01%7CRossJ%40cardiff.ac.uk%7Cc116f284a1c44e2c9d6a08da3f1d77bc%7Cbdb74b3095684856bdbf06759778fcbc%7C1%7C0%7C637891693055153377%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=l2gOYoRMDH3LwG%2F0aQsIoWcju1eYLuTNYksfM8%2FtS9c%3D&reserved=0
https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcardiff.onlinesurveys.ac.uk%2Fstudent-sickness-absence-notification&data=05%7C01%7CRossJ%40cardiff.ac.uk%7Cc116f284a1c44e2c9d6a08da3f1d77bc%7Cbdb74b3095684856bdbf06759778fcbc%7C1%7C0%7C637891693055153377%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=l2gOYoRMDH3LwG%2F0aQsIoWcju1eYLuTNYksfM8%2FtS9c%3D&reserved=0
https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcardiff.onlinesurveys.ac.uk%2Fstudent-sickness-absence-notification&data=05%7C01%7CRossJ%40cardiff.ac.uk%7Cc116f284a1c44e2c9d6a08da3f1d77bc%7Cbdb74b3095684856bdbf06759778fcbc%7C1%7C0%7C637891693055153377%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=l2gOYoRMDH3LwG%2F0aQsIoWcju1eYLuTNYksfM8%2FtS9c%3D&reserved=0
https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcardiff.onlinesurveys.ac.uk%2Fstudent-sickness-absence-notification&data=05%7C01%7CRossJ%40cardiff.ac.uk%7Cc116f284a1c44e2c9d6a08da3f1d77bc%7Cbdb74b3095684856bdbf06759778fcbc%7C1%7C0%7C637891693055153377%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=l2gOYoRMDH3LwG%2F0aQsIoWcju1eYLuTNYksfM8%2FtS9c%3D&reserved=0
https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcardiff.onlinesurveys.ac.uk%2Fstudent-sickness-absence-notification&data=05%7C01%7CRossJ%40cardiff.ac.uk%7Cc116f284a1c44e2c9d6a08da3f1d77bc%7Cbdb74b3095684856bdbf06759778fcbc%7C1%7C0%7C637891693055153377%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=l2gOYoRMDH3LwG%2F0aQsIoWcju1eYLuTNYksfM8%2FtS9c%3D&reserved=0
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8.6 Making up placement hours   

Students are unable to make up placement hours on future placements unless there are exceptional circumstances 

which must be discussed with the practice-based learning Lead and the programme manager. It is important that if 

students lose hours through sickness or exceptional circumstances that this is communicated to the practice 

educator and the contact tutor at the time, during that placement so that action can be put in place to try and 

address this. This may require input from the practice education lead and programme manager.   

  

8.7 Maximum working hours in practice   

Placement hours are calculated based on a 37.5 hour working week (7.5 hours days – not including lunch breaks). 
Students should work to the time as close as possible. Students are not expected to work beyond 37.5 hours a week 

unless this is agreed with the practice educator and contact tutor/ placement module lead.  

  

8.8 Paternity leave (For partners to the mother this includes same sex couples)   

You are entitled to take up to two weeks paternity leave, however this will be added to any authorised/unauthorised 

leave you have taken during the programme, you will be required to make up this time.   

  

  

  

Section 9: Infection control  
  

Please do not attend placement if you are unwell.  It is important that you adhere to the NHS/University/ Health 

Board / Placement provider policies in relation to diarrhoea and vomiting. These illnesses have the potential to 

spread very quickly amongst ill / compromised patients and can result in fatalities and many beds blocked/closed. 

Check with your NHS Health Board / placement partner Infection Control and follow their advice. This will usually be 

‘stay away home until you have been symptom free for at least 48 hours. Please follow the sickness absence process 

as detailed in section 8.2 of this document then stay at home until symptoms of these infections have ceased for at 

least 48 hours.  

  

  

  

  

  

Section 10: Jury service  
  

Students on placement are not exempt from Jury Service. You can return your form back to the courts and ask for a 
deferment, however before doing this please speak to your personal tutor who can provide a formal supporting letter 

explaining the course requirements to enhance your request for a deferment. Please note that if a deferment is not 
granted by the court you will be expected to do the Jury Service.  We will work with you to manage for this disruption 

to your programme.   

  

  

  

Section 11: Professional Behaviour   
  

You are an advocate of Cardiff University and your chosen profession.  You should always therefore uphold the 

reputation of your profession.  You should display a personal commitment to the standards of practice and behaviour 

set out in the Professional Standards for Occupational Therapy, Practice, conduct and Ethics (RCOT 2021) and Guidance 

on Conduct and Ethics for Students (HCPC 2016). You should be a model of integrity and leadership for others to aspire 
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to.  This should lead to trust and confidence in the profession from patients, people receiving care, other healthcare 

professionals and the public.   

  

You are required to uphold the principles of your profession in your personal life as well as your student life.   

Failure to do uphold the principles of your profession may affect your fitness to practise and ability to complete your 

programme.   

  

11.1 Social Networking Sites   

Used properly, social networking sites such as Facebook are a great way to find old friends, join interest groups and 

share information.  However, you should remember that anything posted on a social networking site is in the public 

domain.  Students should also ensure that they follow the Health and Care Professions Council’s Guidance on Social 

Media (HCPC 2017).  

   

What may be considered to be letting off steam about a situation at work can potentially be read by someone who 

may take offence at the content of a posting and could result in a formal complaint against you and a fitness to 

practice referral made.   

  

Social media is a constant in many of our lives and is an important communication tool that many of us use. Indeed, 

many employers are now also using social media channels to screen candidates, so it is important that your “digital 

footprint” presents a positive image of you and that you are aware of the positive and possible negative impacts 

social media can have on your life.   

  

Take a look at our #Social 7 campaign to learn more about how to avoid the pitfalls and make good use of social 

media.  
  

11.2 Professional Relationships   

You should always maintain clear professional boundaries in the relationships you have with others.  Therefore, you 

should never arrange to meet patients/clients, their family members or carers socially, either during or after the 

placement.  You should not accept any gifts, favours or hospitality that might be interpreted as an attempt to gain 

preferential treatment.   

  

  

  

11.3 Mobile Phones   

Respect the practice environment, practitioners you are working with, and ultimately clients in your care, by NOT 

texting, making phone calls or using any of the facilities available on your phone in the presence of patients/clients or 

their families.  This guidance also extends to other technology such as smartwatches which connect with mobile 
phones.  

  

Good practice would be to switch off your mobile phone as you arrive in practice settings to avoid temptation.   

  

You should always adhere to Health Board or placement provider policies regarding personal mobile phone use.  

Never take photographs of patient / client situations.  

  

11.4 Smoking while wearing uniform / on duty   

Please refrain from smoking or using electronic cigarettes when wearing uniform whilst on duty. Please adhere to the 

placement setting smoking policy.  

  

https://www.hcpc-uk.org/globalassets/resources/guidance/guidance-on-social-media.pdf
https://www.hcpc-uk.org/globalassets/resources/guidance/guidance-on-social-media.pdf
https://www.hcpc-uk.org/globalassets/resources/guidance/guidance-on-social-media.pdf
https://www.hcpc-uk.org/globalassets/resources/guidance/guidance-on-social-media.pdf
https://www.hcpc-uk.org/globalassets/resources/guidance/guidance-on-social-media.pdf
https://www.hcpc-uk.org/globalassets/resources/guidance/guidance-on-social-media.pdf
http://www.nmc-uk.org/Nurses-and-midwives/Advice-by-topic/A/Advice/Social-networking-sites/
https://intranet.cardiff.ac.uk/students/get-involved/social7-rules-to-live-by-on-social-media
https://intranet.cardiff.ac.uk/students/get-involved/social7-rules-to-live-by-on-social-media
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11.5 Chewing gum   

Please refrain from chewing gum whilst on duty – this does not create a good impression.   

  

  

  

Section 12: Raising and escalating concerns  
  

You have a professional duty to report any concerns that put the safety of the people in your care or the public at 

risk.  Speaking up on behalf of people in your care and clients is an everyday part of your role, and just as raising 

genuine concerns represents good practice, ‘doing nothing’ and failing to report concerns is unacceptable.    

  

If students have a concern while on placement then they are advised to inform their practice educator and/or their 

contact tutor at the earliest opportunity.  

  

Health Inspectorate Wales (HIW) has also published useful guidance.  

  

The school has developed a clear procedure and an incident report that you should complete when raising your 

concerns. This is available on the Learning in Practice module on Learning Central.  

  

All incidents which occur either in University or whilst the student is on placement MUST be reported via the 
incident report form to the School Safety Officer whether there is a Datex report and internal/police investigation in 
the placement or not. The link for the process, to include the form is   https://intranet.cardiff.ac.uk/staff/supporting-
your-work/health-safety-and-environment/procedures- 
guidance/report-an-accident-incident-or-near-miss  

  

  

  

Section 13: Student Disability, Reasonable Adjustments and Placements   
  

If you have a disability, or a qualifying physical and/or mental health condition that has a 'substantial and long-term 

negative effect on your ability to do normal daily activities’ (Equality Act 2010), each undergraduate programme has 

a dedicated Student Disability and Wellbeing Lead who will liaise with the university Student Disability Service to 

implement recommended reasonable adjustments to enable you to engage with your studies. Some recommended 

adjustments, that are assessed as realistic and proportionate, can also extend to making specific accommodations 

within the placement learning area to support you and mitigate against your experiencing disadvantage. These may 

require your participation in risk assessments and /or attending Student Occupational Health appointments.  

 

If you have a disability, (or a qualifying physical and/or mental health condition), please arrange to meet with your 

programme’s Student Disability and Wellbeing Lead early in the programme to discuss your reasonable adjustments 

that have been recommended for you following your assessment by the Student Disability Service. If you are 

uncertain of your needs or potential adjustments that may support you, and/or you have not yet disclosed your 

disability/health needs to the university, you can get in touch with the Student Disability Service by completing 

the disability support form, which can be found on the main page of the Student Connect portal. You can also get in 

touch by submitting an enquiry to studentconnect@cardiff.ac.uk or call +44 (0)29 2251 8888. You are also 

encouraged to share and discuss your recommended reasonable adjustments with your supervisors when planning 

to commence a placement, but note you are not required to disclose your actual disability or condition. A range of 

university supports for disability can be found on your student intranet. 

https://hiw.org.uk/whistleblowing
https://hiw.org.uk/whistleblowing
https://hiw.org.uk/whistleblowing
https://learningcentral.cf.ac.uk/ultra/organizations/_410480_1/cl/outline
https://learningcentral.cf.ac.uk/ultra/organizations/_423211_1/outline
https://learningcentral.cf.ac.uk/ultra/organizations/_410480_1/cl/outline
https://intranet.cardiff.ac.uk/staff/supporting-your-work/health-safety-and-environment/procedures-guidance/report-an-accident-incident-or-near-miss
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https://intranet.cardiff.ac.uk/staff/supporting-your-work/health-safety-and-environment/procedures-guidance/report-an-accident-incident-or-near-miss
https://intranet.cardiff.ac.uk/staff/supporting-your-work/health-safety-and-environment/procedures-guidance/report-an-accident-incident-or-near-miss
https://intranet.cardiff.ac.uk/staff/supporting-your-work/health-safety-and-environment/procedures-guidance/report-an-accident-incident-or-near-miss
https://intranet.cardiff.ac.uk/staff/supporting-your-work/health-safety-and-environment/procedures-guidance/report-an-accident-incident-or-near-miss
https://intranet.cardiff.ac.uk/staff/supporting-your-work/health-safety-and-environment/procedures-guidance/report-an-accident-incident-or-near-miss
https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.legislation.gov.uk%2Fwsi%2F2011%2F1064%2Fcontents%2Fmade&data=05%7C01%7CTandyB%40cardiff.ac.uk%7Cb2dfb3e408b7417c6cd808db86be674a%7Cbdb74b3095684856bdbf06759778fcbc%7C1%7C0%7C638251924550073499%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=m1L9xDXXRmOYdARItwCTSShZ%2BxZb4gerhxadJgmkyYY%3D&reserved=0
https://intranet.cardiff.ac.uk/staff/people-and-teams/view/58180-disability-and-dyslexia-service
https://intranet.cardiff.ac.uk/students/health-and-wellbeing/your-physical-health-and-wellbeing/occupational-health
https://studentconnect.cardiff.ac.uk/#/disabilityForm/
mailto:studentconnect@cardiff.ac.uk
https://intranet.cardiff.ac.uk/students/study/support-and-services-for-disabled-students
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13.1 Equality, diversity and inclusion  

We are committed to supporting, developing and promoting equality and diversity in all our practices and activities 

and to allowing all members of our University community to exist in an inclusive learning, working and living 

environment where they are treated with dignity and respect.  This has direct relevance to your learning on 

placement.  

  

We are committed to advancing equality on the grounds of age, disability, gender reassignment, marriage and civil 

partnership, pregnancy and maternity, race, religion and belief (including lack of belief), sex and sexual orientation 

and to fostering good relations between different groups.  

  

Our strategic equality plan aims to promote equality and achieve equality improvements across Cardiff University as 

required under the Equality Act 2010. It applies to all areas of your academic and social life at Cardiff University. If 

you feel that you are being discriminated against, bullied or harassed by other students or the University, we urge 

you to seek advice. You may find guidance on the student intranet useful.  

  

13.2 Student Placement Risk Assessment  

The student placement risk assessment (available on the HCARE Learning in Practice module on Learning Central) 

was developed to provide information to the student on general health and safety prior to their placement and to 

help provide specialist advice and guidance for students with additional support needs e.g. Student Disability Service 

reasonable adjustments, occupational health advice. This includes pregnancy.  

  
13.2.1 Pregnancy   

Students may become aware they are pregnant during the course of their studies and while on clinical placement. 

You must inform your practice educator, personal tutor and placement module lead so that a risk assessment can be 

undertaken as per local policy.    

  

The risk assessment is essential to assess any potential risks in relation to your pregnancy – failure to declare that you 

are pregnant could put you at risk.  

  

  

  

Section 14: Support in practice   
  

If you require support while you are on placement then you can seek this from your practice educator or contact 

tutor. You can also liaise with your personal tutor. If you require support in relation to reasonable adjustments then 

please liaise with the placement module lead and the Student Support and Disability Lead for the occupational 

therapy programmes. You may also need to liaise with Student Disability Service as set out in section 13.  

  

  

  

Section 15: Quality Assurance  
  

The quality of practice-based learning is formally monitored, both internally and externally, using a variety of 

mechanisms to ensure that students are provided with a quality placement experience.  Such monitoring activities 
include specific sources of feedback from students, practice educators, coordinators, service managers and 

programme staff as well as regular audits of placement provision.  These mechanisms ensure that issues pertaining to 

quality are monitored, effectively reported on and addressed.  

https://www.cardiff.ac.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0011/1917164/EqualityStrategy_20-24.pdf
https://www.cardiff.ac.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0011/1917164/EqualityStrategy_20-24.pdf
https://www.cardiff.ac.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0011/1917164/EqualityStrategy_20-24.pdf
https://intranet.cardiff.ac.uk/students/health-and-wellbeing
https://intranet.cardiff.ac.uk/students/health-and-wellbeing
https://learningcentral.cf.ac.uk/ultra/organizations/_423211_1/outline
https://learningcentral.cf.ac.uk/ultra/organizations/_410480_1/cl/outline
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15.1 Student Feedback  

Student feedback is supported through placement debriefing sessions which provide an opportunity for verbal 

feedback with the practice-based learning team and peer exploration of any issues or themes that arise.  Students 

may provide placement-related feedback to the practice-based learning team, programme manager or their personal 
tutor at any time.    

  

Student evaluation is an essential tool to monitor the effectiveness of placements in supporting you to achieve your 

learning outcomes and to give constructive feedback to the placement. The web link for the evaluation will be placed 
on Learning Central for students to access. The evaluation link will remain open for two weeks after the end of each 

placement.  

  

Students are reminded to maintain confidentiality by not naming specific members of placement staff.  If you feel that 
you did not have a good experience on your placement – please be professional and give constructive advice that will 

help the placement to improve the experience for future students.   

  

A key aspect of becoming a professional practitioner is to raise concerns at the time they occur rather than waiting to 

complete the evaluation – students have lots of support available to them in practice to guide them with raising 

concerns - see section 12.   

  

Programme management meetings and student-staff panels also serve as appropriate forums for feedback on 

practice-based learning. Student feedback is often meaningfully employed to inform practice educator training.    

  

15.2 Practice Educator Feedback  

Practice educator and practice setting feedback is also essential to occupational therapy placements. The academic 

practice education team has established links with placement providers and there are various opportunities for 

practice partners to provide feedback including at the Lead Coordinator meetings (chaired by the Lead for Practice 

Based Learning) and locality coordinator meetings which a member of the academic practice education team 

attends.    

  

The half-way visit report, completed by the contact tutor, also fulfils an audit function, with contact tutors being 

responsible for monitoring standards and reporting any variances or concerns to the practice-based learning team.  

This information is captured within the contact tutor’s half-way report. All practice areas are part of a biennial audit 

cycle using a formal tool designed to ensure that the placement area is continuing to support the student learning 

experience and assessment process in accordance with required standards.  Feedback from placement providers is 

also encouraged and supported through the availability of a dedicated and responsive practice-based learning team, 

via the contact tutor’s half-way review and during training events.  Representatives from the practice-based learning 

team attend regular liaison meetings with locality coordinators, where open and honest discussion and feedback 

between partners ensures that any concerns in relation to the quality of the design and implementation of practice-

based learning can be addressed.    

  

Practice educators, who are occupational therapists with a minimum of one year’s post-qualification experience, are 

offered a range of training opportunities to develop and enhance their skills. The practice-based learning team are 

committed to the delivery and support of training for New Practice educators and also refresher training with an 

established training programme running throughout the year.  Practice educators are encouraged to complete an 

evaluation form and the feedback provided contributes to the review of the educator training programme.  

  

There is an expectation that practice educators will attend practice-based learning training every three years as a 

minimum standard. Any educators due to take a student will also be offered the opportunity to attend an ‘Educator 

Placement Preparation Meeting’ in the weeks prior to the placement starting to clarify expectations and processes.  
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Practice educator training is monitored by Locality Lead Coordinators and the frequency that practice educators need 

to attend refresher training can be determined by the individual occupational therapy service. Practice educators 

who have completed suitable educator training delivered by another University may be permitted to take a student 

without having to complete the new educator training. However, they will be expected to ensure that they are 

familiar with the marking criteria and Cardiff University placement processes. They are encouraged to complete an 

update or refresher educator training session as soon as possible. In this circumstance, support is available from the 

Practice Education Team.   

  
In accordance with School and University guidelines, moderation is undertaken following scheduled placement 

periods to review, on a sample basis, the quality of practice placement assessment documentation.  Relevant general 

recommendations are subsequently made to enhance the quality of the process and disseminated to students and 

practice educators through the feedback channels outlined above.  Placement documentation for students who have 

been recommended for the award of a credit will also be reviewed as part of the internal moderation process. The 

staff moderating will evaluate the evidence presented by the student and their practice educator in support of this 

award and inform both parties of their assessment and outcome.  

  

15.3 Audit  

The provision of high-quality practice-based learning is viewed as a partnership responsibility between placement 

providers and the University. This is achieved through a collaborative approach to auditing practice placements in 

accordance with the standards and policies outlined above.  In accordance with University and School policy, all new 

placement settings and providers are assessed in terms of their capacity to facilitate a learning experience that will 

allow students to meet the required learning outcomes as well as identifying any broader risks to either the student, 

School or University.  This is achieved through completion of a placement provider audit document.  The audit is a 

self-assessment process at both placement and organisational level and is undertaken with the involvement of the 

practice-based learning team.  Placement support team monitor the Local Level Agreements for placement 

organisations.  

  
  
  

Section 16:  Academic Placement Lead and Placement Support Team  
  

  

Professional Head Occupational Therapy  

Dr. Alison Seymour        

02920 687791      

SeymourA@cardiff.ac.uk  

  

Programme Manager BSc (Hons)  

Larissa Cowpe  

02922 510490 

CowpeL1@cardiff.ac.uk         

  

 

Programme Manager MSc (pre- registration) 

Dr. Heather Hurst  

02922 510488  

HurstH@cardiff.ac.uk  

 

  

mailto:CowpeL1@cardiff.ac.uk
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Academic Placement Lead   

Paul Hartwell  

HartwellP@cardiff.ac.uk  

02920 688574  

  

Placement Support Team  

HCAREPlacements@cardiff.ac.uk  

  

  

Be proactive, enthusiastic and professional  

Enjoy your placement; make the most of a wide range of learning opportunities with practice educators who have a 

rich and varied experience in practice and research.  

Do not sit back and hope that learning will just happen – it is up to you too!  

  

  

We hope that you have found this handbook useful – if you have any constructive feedback or helpful suggestions  

for future editions - please e-mail Jennie Ross - rossj@cardiff.ac.uk  
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Appendix 1 Guidelines for Critical Evaluation Placement ‘Alternative’ Placement models  

 

Please note: Work is currently underway between Cardiff University and the 

University of South Wales to expand the guidance below and provide additional 

support, ideas and guidance as to how learning objectives can be met in different 

settings. It is anticipated that this project will result in a joint document released in 

the 2023 – 2024 academic year.  

To gain an update on progress or receive a copy following release please contact 

hcareotpracedu@cardiff.ac.uk  

 

   
In line with WFOT and RCOT guidance a wide range of placements should be provided for students studying 
occupational therapy. In recent years the variety of practice experiences has increased and as such some ‘alternative’ 

placement models have emerged. This document provides guidance on the following type of placements:  

• Role Emerging Placements  

• Leadership Placements  

• Project based Placements  

   

Definitions of each of these placements can be seen below as well as the requirements for such placements.   

   

Definitions  

   
Role Emerging Placements   

Role Emerging placements offer a student the opportunity to work in a setting that does not have an occupational 

therapist in-situ (College of Occupational Therapists, 2006). Research on role emerging placements suggests that 
students are placed at least in pairs, to ensure they can readily access peer support throughout the placement.  There 

are currently two different types of Role Emerging placements:  

   

1. Role Emerging Placements with third sector or private providers  

Students are placed within an organisation that has indicated that they are interested in exploring the role of 

occupational therapy within their service. The organisation may have some understanding of the role and are hoping 
to explore how occupational therapy can enhance their provision to service recipients.  

   

2. Role Emerging Placement: Practice Development Placement  

This role emerging placement happens within a host statutory organisation, such as a Health Board. The organisation 
will have an established occupational therapy service and the placement will be offered in a setting within the 

organisation where occupational therapy currently does not offer a service.  

  

   

Leadership Placements  

Leadership placements, are hosted by a statutory organisation. They offer a student the opportunity to take part in a 

placement project, which will concentrate on service improvement, service development or audit.   

   

mailto:hcareotpracedu@cardiff.ac.uk
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This might be focused on:  

a) A specific project or a range of smaller projects e.g., within an occupational therapy service  

b) A leadership role including placed along those in management or clinical lead posts (as a split placement with a  

clinical team or as the whole of the placement).  

  
  
Project based Placements  

Project based placements can take place with a team who are currently delivering a funded or unfunded project. This 

could be a service development project, a service evaluation or a research project. The student will have the 
opportunity to work on a ‘live’ project that has relevance to occupational therapy.  

   

Examples of projects / include:  

- An existing or new service development / service evaluation / research project.  

- A scoping project of pre-identified areas for exploration / improvement.  

   

A project could already be underway within a service or ‘rolling,’ so could be continued by future critical evaluation 

students.  

Requirements for ‘Alternative’ Placements  

 ‘Alternative’ placements are available for students on the pre-registration BSc and MSc Occupational Therapy 

programmes, who are due to embark on their Critical Evaluation placement.   

Although the three types of placement stipulated above are different, there are some similarities. These include some 
of the requirements for the placement as well as the evaluation of these placements. It is recommended that both 

the student(s) and educator will meet in advance of the placement to explore the placement details.  

   

Pre-Placement Arrangements:  

1. Settings identify prospective placements using the placement packs and indicate number of students. The 

following codes can be used:  

a. REP – Role emerging placement  

b. L – Leadership  

c. R - Research  

2. Setting/ educator to liaise with Lead Coordinator and team (manager/ MDT etc) and to liaise directly with the 

university practice placement team.  

3. An audit will need to be completed if the setting has not taken a student before (the placement team at the 

University can support with this process) 4. University identify prospective student/s.  

5. Pre-placement visits may need to be arranged in advance of ‘usual’ allocation to explore the plans for the 

placement in detail. This may be done virtually or face to face in line with all other pre-placement visit 

arrangements.  

6. Further visits/ communication between student and setting take place if required.  

   
Evaluation of these placements:  

Educators / settings may wish to evaluate the outcome of these placements (whether this be role emerging, leadership 
or research). Educator feedback will be collected, this is in addition to existing student feedback by the academic 

practice team following an alternative placement.  Findings could be discussed in lead coordinator meetings 

/newsletters (these can be anonymised) and used to plan future placement opportunities.  

   
  

Alternative Placements in more detail  
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Role Emerging Placements  

Role Emerging placements offer a student the opportunity to work in a setting that does not have an occupational 

therapist in-situ (College of Occupational Therapists, 2006). For example, students might be able to design and 
implement a service without direct day to day supervision of an occupational therapist.   

   

Are the Placement Learning Outcomes the same?  

The Learning outcomes for a role emerging placement remain the same as any other Critical Evaluation Placement 

and students will need to achieve these outcomes to pass the placement.  

What differs is the type of supervision that is on offer. This is explained in more detail under the sub-section “long 

armed supervision”.  

   

Different types of Role-Emerging Placements  

Whilst all role-emerging placements have one thing in common; they are based in a setting and/or an organisation 

that does not currently have occupational therapy services, they do differ in respect to how they are organised.   

   

1. Role Emerging Placements with third sector or private providers:  

Students are placed within an organisation that has indicated that they are interested in exploring the role of 
occupational therapy within their service. The organisation may have some understanding of the role but are hoping 

to explore how occupational therapy can enhance their provision to service recipients.   

   

The organisation may be charitable or third sector or a private enterprise. They will be required to undertake a  

University Placement Audit (two-yearly) and Placement Risk assessment prior to students beginning their placement. 
As part of the audit process, they will need to ensure that students have a designated onsite mentor (non-occupational 

therapy) who they can consult with daily. The Practice Placement Team at the University will work closely with the 

organisation to ensure they are fully aware of the expectations of a role emerging placement.   

   

The student will have access to weekly supervision with an experienced occupational therapy educator either from 

within the organisation, a sister organisation, or the University. Please refer to the subsection on long armed 
supervision.   

  

  

2. Role Emerging Placement: Practice Development Placement  

This role emerging placement happens within a host statutory organisation, such as a Health Board. The organisation 

will have an established occupational therapy service that adheres to the two-yearly University Audit process and are 

happy to take the lead on auditing and risk assessing the new setting.   

   

The placement will be offered in a setting within the organisation where occupational therapy currently does not offer 
a service e.g., Staff Health and Wellbeing or within an organisation that they work collaboratively with e.g., schools 

and care homes.    

   

The placements offer the occupational therapy service the opportunity to explore the role, enhance the awareness 

and understanding of the scope of occupational therapy and cement more integrated practices.   

   

The outcome of a recent role emerging, practice development placement:   

   

‘the placement allowed us to see if there was a role for mental health OT's in care homes and we have subsequently 

obtained funding for a temporary OT post in the behavioural support team that will look at psychosocial interventions 

for distress/ ill-being.’  
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Students will have a designated mentor onsite and will be offered long armed supervision with an experience 

educator from within the host organisation.    

   

How are students assessed?   

A learning contract will be used to identify and monitor the student’s development across the placement. The 

longarmed supervising educator will assess the student against the placement learning outcomes and their identified 
learning needs. The assessment will be based on the evidence that the student brings to supervision, feedback from 

others and potentially some limited observations of the students in-situ. The student and educator will still receive a 
half-way visit from a University Contact Tutor.   

   

   

Long armed supervision  

Students on a role-emerging placement will be supervised at arm’s length, that is their Educator will not be based in 

the same place as them. They may either be located in another part of the service, a sister organisation or at the 

University.  

   

This does mean that long armed supervisors are not on site to observe practice and students will need to find other 

ways of sharing what they have planned and implemented and what they have learnt. Reflection becomes a key means 
of sharing developments at weekly supervision sessions.   

   

One educator commented about a role-emerging placement:  

“It really highlighted the value of written reflections for the students, and to see the development of this over the course 

of the placement was really exciting”.  

   

Long armed supervision demands a different way of working but has been seen by many colleagues as a useful 

extension to their educator skills. The University offers support and education with respect to Long-armed supervision 

and for those new to the role, continued guidance, as required.   

   

One educator remarked:   

‘This placement enhanced my supervision skills by learning how to provide long-arm supervision and influence practice 

from afar. One bit of learning to reflect on  for me was being mindful to take into account the whole learning journey 

when looking at the learning objectives, as having had many students over the years I tended to focus on what I 

observed and needed to remind myself that much of the long-arm approach relied on how the students reflected on 

what they had done and feedback from others.’  

   

Another commented:   

‘For me personally it really challenged my supervision skills, in a good way, developed my coaching skills and changed 

my perception and expectations of ‘traditional’ placements.’  

   

In conclusion, role -emerging placements offer organisations the opportunity to contemplate how they might extend 
their service and demonstrate the impact of occupational therapy in a new setting. They offer practice educators the 

opportunity to enhance their supervisory skills and students the chance to develop and refine a range of high level 

professional and leadership skills that will prepare them for an ever changing and diverse practice environment, on 

graduation.   

   

Leadership Placements  

Leadership placements offer a student the opportunity to take part in a placement that has an element of service 

improvement, service development or audit such as:  

a) A specific project e.g. within an occupational therapy service  

b) A placement alongside those practitioners in management or clinical lead posts (as a split placement with a clinical  
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team or as the whole of the placement*).  

   

The requirements for a leadership placement are stipulated above. In addition to this, the educator is to have 

demonstrated some leadership skills and have some experience of leadership/ management roles/ responsibilities 

with some evidence of in house or external leadership/management training and/or MSc/ higher education.  

   

*  For leadership settings advice will need to be sought from setting HR/Unions regarding student involvement in 

staffing issues e.g., recruitment/ sickness absence.  

   

Supervision  

It is anticipated that the majority of Leadership placements will have an occupational therapy educator in situ. If this 
is not the case then an on-site mentor will need to be allocated and long-arm supervision provided by an Occupational 

Therapist from another service or from the University.   

A learning contract will be used to identify and monitor the student’s development across the placement. The 

educator/ long-arm supervisor will assess the student against the placement learning outcomes and their identified 
learning needs. The assessment will be based on the evidence that the student brings to supervision, feedback from 

others and potentially some limited observations of the students in-situ. The student and educator will still receive a 
half-way visit from a University Contact Tutor.   

   

How are students assessed?  

The Learning outcomes for a leadership placement remain the same as any other Critical Evaluation Placement and 

students will need to achieve these outcomes to pass the placement. An interpretation of the critical evaluation 

learning outcomes is provided in the appendix. The educator will use the existing assessment form but will use the 

information in the appendix to guide their assessment of the student in relation to the leadership theme of the 

placement.  

   
  
  
Project based Placements  

These placements will take place with a team who are currently delivering a funded or unfunded project. This could 

be a service development project or a research project. The student will have the opportunity to work on a ‘live’ 

project that has relevance to occupational therapy.   

   

Examples of projects/research include:  

- An existing or new project/ research  

- A scoping project of pre-identified areas for exploration/ improvement  

   

Any project could be ‘rolling’ so could be continued by future critical evaluation students.  

   

Supervision  

The student will be allocated a mentor from the team and a University staff member will provide long armed 

supervision (please refer to page 5 for more information regarding these roles).  This may be in addition to a practice 
based educator or organisation link person.  

   

A learning contract will be used to identify and monitor the student’s development across the placement. The 

longarmed supervising educator will assess the student against the placement learning outcomes and their identified 
learning needs. The assessment will be based on the evidence that the student brings to supervision, feedback from 

others and potentially some limited observations of the students in-situ. The student and educator will still receive a 

half-way visit from a University Contact Tutor.   
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How are students assessed?  

The Learning outcomes for a project based placement remain the same as any other Critical Evaluation Placement and 

students will need to achieve these outcomes to pass the placement. An interpretation of the critical evaluation 
learning outcomes is provided in the appendix. The educator will use the existing assessment form but will use the 

information in the appendix to guide their assessment of the student in relation to the research theme of the 
placement.  

   

    
Project based Placement Record Form  

This document will be shared with the student, contact tutor and educator in advance of the commencement of the 

placement  

   

1. Is there a title for your service evaluation / service development project / research project?  

   

2. Service evaluation / service development / research often require permission from Research and 

Development (R&D) Have you checked with your organisation’s R&D department?  

   

3. What was the outcome of the discussion with R&D?  

   

4. What is the timeline – e.g., what is expected during this placement?  

   

5. What are the aims / objectives of the project?  

   

6. What supervision support does the educator have within the organisation? / named supervisor for this 

service evaluation / service development / research project.  

   

7. Does the educator need additional supervision support from the University or local ORiENT mentor or 

champion?  
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Appendix 2 – BSc, and MSc Critical Evaluation Placement Learning Outcomes – Guidance 

for Leadership and Project Based Placements  

   
The learning outcomes for the critical evaluation placement also applies to leadership placements. Please see 
comments written in purple for guidance as to how these learning outcomes might be adapted for those placements 

in a leadership setting. These only give examples so you are welcome to add in other suggestions or talk these through 

with our placement team/contact tutor in occupational therapy.  

   

Communication and Collaboration Skills  

1.1 The student communicates effectively the results of the occupational therapy process to service users and 
appropriate others with minimal supervision (The student is able to communicate the results of the occupational 

therapy / leadership / research process to appropriate others. This might include feeding back results of audits or 
projects and communicating how this might impact the occupational therapy process/service/service users)  

1.2 The student records and reports all actions in a manner appropriate to the placement with minimal supervision 

1.3 The student forms constructive and professional relationships with service users, carers and colleagues with 

minimal supervision (This might not necessarily include service users however they demonstrate an ability to form 
constructive and professional relationships with those appropriate to the setting)  

1.4 The student communicates an understanding of occupational therapy to service users and colleagues with 

minimal supervision (Please see 1.3)  

   

Organisation and Management Skills  

2.1 The student demonstrates awareness of the effects that organisational, legal and professional factors have on the 

occupational therapy process with minimal supervision   

2.2 The student adheres to the organisation’s policies and procedures with minimal supervision   

2.3 The student prioritises their own workload and manages time appropriately with minimal supervision   

2.4 The student demonstrates an ability to work within the given resources with minimal supervision   

   

Professional and Reflective Skills  

3.1 The student reflects on the entire problem-solving process with minimal supervision (The student demonstrates 
the ability to reflect on the entire problem-solving process relevant to the setting e.g., implementing change, carrying 
out a research project)  

3.2 With minimal supervision, the student supports their professional reasoning with evidence-based practice   

3.3 The student adheres to the Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct (RCOT) & Guidance on Conduct and Ethics 

for Students (HCPC) with minimal supervision   

3.4 With minimal supervision, the student employs reflection and feedback to evaluate and develop professional 

strengths and identify continuing learning needs   
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Therapeutic Skills  

4.1 The student selects and professionally conducts appropriate assessments for each individual/group with minimal 

supervision (This might be assessment of the problem/need for the project/change/initiative/research project and the 
ability to identify goals/aims)  

4.2 The student explores and justifies the possible use of a model/models of practice and approaches relevant to the 

placement setting with minimal supervision (and/or models of leadership/change management/service 

improvement/research theory)  

4.3 With minimal supervision, the student can critically explore and consider factors which influence the outcomes of 
the occupational therapy process (The student can critically explore and consider factors which influence the outcomes 
of a project/ service improvement initiative/ leadership and how this may impact on the delivery of occupational 
therapy services)  

4.4 With minimal supervision, the student can plan appropriate intervention programmes, recording the plan and 

priorities (This might be planning a project or service development plans or research project)  

4.5 With minimal supervision, the student can undertake interventions as planned/modified and justify accordingly 

(This might include implementing a project/change/initiative/research)  

4:6 The student can critically discuss the reasons for evaluation and analyse the effectiveness of a range of evaluation 
tools with minimal supervision (This might include evaluating the effectiveness of a service or service improvement 
initiative/project/research (as a whole or a stage of it) e.g. through audits or other relevant evaluation tools)             4:7 
The student can critically evaluate the effectiveness of the whole occupational therapy process used with service 
users/groups and modify accordingly to meet changing needs with minimal supervision (This might involve evaluating 

the project/service development/research and evaluating how this has impacted on the occupational therapy delivery. 
This might also include consideration of the sustainability of the project/change/initiative/research)            
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Appendix 3 – All Wales Placement Passport  
  

All-Wales Placement Passport  

This is a student owned document to be shared with each placement  
  

The current version of this can be found on the HCARE Learning in Practice Module on Learning Central  
  
  
  

https://learningcentral.cf.ac.uk/ultra/organizations/_423211_1/outline

